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Abstract

Rapid ongoing evolution of multiprocessors will lead to systems with hundreds of processing cores integrated in a single chip. An emerging challenge is the implementation of reliable and efficient interconnection between these cores as well as other components in the systems. Network-on-Chip is an interconnection approach which is intended to solve the performance bottleneck caused by traditional, poorly scalable communication structures such as buses. However, a large on-chip network involves issues related to congestion problems and system control, for instance. Additionally, faults can cause problems in multiprocessor systems. These faults can be transient faults, permanent manufacturing faults, or they can appear due to aging. To solve the emerging traffic management, controllability issues and to maintain system operation regardless of faults a monitoring system is needed. The monitoring system should be dynamically applicable to various purposes and it should fully cover the system under observation. In a large multiprocessor the distances between components can be relatively long. Therefore, the system should be designed so that the amount of energy-inefficient long-distance communication is minimized.

This thesis presents a dynamically clustered distributed monitoring structure. The monitoring is distributed so that no centralized control is required for basic tasks such as traffic management and task mapping. To enable extensive analysis of different Network-on-Chip architectures, an in-house SystemC based simulation environment was implemented. It allows transaction level analysis without time consuming circuit level implementations during early design phases of novel architectures and features.

The presented analysis shows that the dynamically clustered monitoring structure can be efficiently utilized for traffic management in faulty and congested Network-on-Chip-based multiprocessor systems. The monitoring structure can be also successfully applied for task mapping purposes. Furthermore, the analysis shows that the presented in-house simulation environment is flexible and practical tool for extensive Network-on-Chip architecture analysis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Network-on-Chip (NoC) is a promising interconnection paradigm for current and future high-performance Systems-on-Chip (SoC) [9, 16, 49]. These SoCs can include hundreds of separate processor cores, memories and other Intellectual Property (IP) blocks, and the number of these components is increasing. Communication between these components is challenging. It can form a performance bottleneck, and therefore, largely determine the maximum performance and capacity of the whole system. Traditional SoCs utilize shared-medium, bus-based communication infrastructures. Bus-based structures are adequate for a small number of components but are poorly scalable for larger systems. When the number of components increases each component has less and less communication capacity available, the shared-communication medium is able to handle only one transaction at a time. The bus structure is poorly scalable and therefore not suitable for high-performance multi-core or multiprocessor systems.

NoC is a nanoscale on-chip computer network which consists of routers and links. System components can be connected to the routers through network interfaces. On-chip networks can be constructed following different network topologies and they can utilize various routing algorithms to steer data from a source to a destination. The data can be transferred in the form of data packets. The main advantages of a network-based communication infrastructure are scalability and flexibility. The size of a system can be increased without blocking the communication infrastructure, which is a problem in traditional bus-based communication infrastructures. Scaling the size of the network up increases the network capacity and offers new additional communication paths while in bus-based structures up-scaling increases capacitance and rises possibility of congestion.

Two essential issues concerning high-performance NoCs are the congestion and faultiness of the involved resources. Highly loaded computational resources can generate a large amount of traffic which causes congestion to the network and in the worst case blocks the network. A typical issue is unbalanced communication resource utilization. While part of network is highly loaded there can still be other resources in idle state. Network topologies and routing algorithms can be designed to minimize these issues but they are not able to balance network utilization without network monitoring and
monitoring-based reconfiguration. The monitoring is also essential to detect faults and reconfigure the system to operate despite such faults.

Manufacturing of complex multiprocessor systems requires utilization of modern nanoscale integrated circuit fabrication processes. These complex integrated circuits can include manufacturing faults which prevent the utilization of components in the faulty areas. Aging effects, for instance electromigration, can compose additional faults to the system [62]. To improve system reliability and increase manufacturing yield these complex systems should have mechanisms to maintain the functionality even though there are faulty components in the system. These mechanisms should be able to detect inadequate functionality and reconfigure the system so that faulty parts can be isolated and the overall functionality is maintained with a reasonable performance.

A monitoring system is an essential part of system reconfiguration in the cases of high traffic load or faulty system conditions. It consists of probes and monitors and requires dedicated or shared communication medium to move data between probes, monitors and other network components. A monitoring system collects various status data from the system and delivers the observed data to the components of the system. The collected data can be used to reconfigure system operation and that way maintain and improve the functionality of the system. The usage of a monitoring system is not limited to avoidance and solving of traffic and fault related issues. The operation of a large and complex multi-core or multiprocessor system requires extensive knowledge of the status of different components so that the operation of the system can be controlled and optimized. The monitoring system can be used for statistics collection or task mapping purposes, for instance.

1.1 Objectives

The main objective of this work is to develop a scalable monitoring structure for high-performance NoC based multiprocessor systems which makes it possible to maintain system functionality under high computational and communication load and even though there are faulty components in the system. The monitoring system should collect the status information from the system and deliver it as widely as necessary to ensure system functionality. A goal is to implement the system as far as possible without centralized control so that maximal scalability and architectural fault tolerance can be obtained. Architectural fault tolerance refers to system architecture where faulty components have local influence on the functionality of a system but do not distract the overall functionality which is typically the case when a centralized controller becomes faulty. In a faultless network the maximal performance requires the balanced utilization of network resources. Therefore, the communication infrastructure should be able to monitor the network load and direct the traffic also through less loaded areas. Balanced resource utilization also balances the energy consumption and, furthermore, equalizes the heat dissipation. Energy consumption and heat dissipation are both essential issues in modern integrated circuits. Additionally, the Network-on-Chip monitoring system should be applicable for
system control purposes which include for instance task mapping methods.

To enable extensive analysis of Networks-on-Chip a simulation environment is needed. The simulator should operate on the transaction level without in-detail circuit-level implementations so that new ideas and approaches can be easily analyzed without time consuming circuit implementations. This simulation environment should be able to model large NoCs with different routing algorithms and monitoring structures.

1.2 Contributions

The main contributions of the thesis include:

- Dynamically clustered distributed monitoring structure which is scalable, flexible and where the monitoring infrastructure is evenly distributed over the monitored system. The dynamically clustered structure is presented in Chapter 4.

- SystemC based Network-on-Chip simulation environment which enables transaction level analysis of different Network-on-Chip architectures and their features. The simulation environment is presented in Chapter 5.

- Analysis of traffic management related features of the dynamically clustered monitoring structure. The analysis is studied in Chapter 6.

- Lightweight distributed task mapping method which is based on the dynamically clustered monitoring structure and where the cores are able to carry out task mapping autonomously without complete knowledge of the system status. The lightweight task mapping method is presented and studied in Chapter 7.

1.3 Publications

The results, presented in this thesis, are partly published previously in journal articles


and conference articles


The results and discussion presented in Chapter 7 are new and they have not been published previously.

1.4 Organization

The thesis is organized as follows. The basics of Networks-on-Chip are presented in Chapter 2. It includes the descriptions of NoC components and topologies as well as presents typical problems regarding Networks-on-Chip. Monitoring is discussed in Chapter 3, including different monitoring structures and the purposes of monitoring. A dynamically clustered distributed monitoring approach for Networks-on-Chip is presented in Chapter 4. The chapter includes the concept level analysis of the dynamically clustered monitoring approach and discussion concerning routing and monitoring algorithms. Chapter 5 presents SystemC based transaction level Network-on-Chip simulation environment which is used to simulate and analyze the presented monitoring approach in chapters to follow. Issues concerning traffic management using dynamically clustered monitoring are presented and analyzed in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7 the dynamically clustered monitoring is applied for task mapping purposes. Issues related to task mapping using the presented monitoring system are discussed and the task mapping functionality demonstrated. Finally, conclusions are drawn and future work discussed in Chapter 8.
Chapter 2

Network-on-Chip

Network-on-Chip (NoC) is an approach to implement the interconnection of large and complex integrated circuits. Principles of Networks-on-Chip are basically similar to principles of any computer network. The main components are similar with the components of computer networks but implemented in nanoscale. Topology of the network determines how the components are organized and connected to each other. A significant part of a network implementation is a routing algorithm which defines along which path data are transferred from a source to a destination.

Typically, in Network-on-Chip data are transferred in packets. Each packet includes a header and a payload. The actual data are stored as a payload while the header includes important control information. The most important part of data in the header is an address of a destination but it can also include for instance an address of a sender, packet ID and some statistical data. Network flow control is a protocol which determines how individual packets are moved in the network. Besides these, types of the network traffic and basic problems are discussed in this chapter.

2.1 Components

Components of Networks-on-Chip include routers, links, network interfaces and cores. Additionally, an NoC can include probes and monitors. A router is the essential component of a network. It is in charge of that all the data are transferred from sources to correct destinations. The structure of a router is represented in Figure 2.1. There are several input and output ports, switch to connect input and output ports together and two logic blocks to control the switch. The core of the routing logic is a routing algorithm which decides to which output port the input port is connected when a packet arrives at the router. The arbitration logic decides from which input port a packet is received at any point of time. The arbitration logic unit listens to the input ports and takes care that data from all directions are accepted and forwarded. The arbitration algorithm can vary based on different prioritization requirements.

Links are used to connect routers to each other. Basically, they are wires optionally
with data buffering capabilities. If a transfer distance is relatively long, a link can have repeaters to amplify the transferred signal. Buffer registers, where packets are stored while waiting for transferring forward, are implemented in links or in routers.

The purpose of a Network-on-Chip is to connect the components of an integrated circuit to each other. These components are in this thesis called as cores. These components can be processors, memories or any intellectual property (IP) blocks.

In networks data are transferred in packets so the packets have to be generated before the data are sent to the network and also the packets have to be opened when they have been received from the network. These two operations are done in a network interface (NI) which, as its name indicates, is an interface between a core and a network. A network interface can be implemented as a part of a core and the core is able to connect to an interconnection network through it.

The connections of the basic components are represented in Figure 2.2. Additionally, a Network-on-Chip can include diagnostic components, probes and monitors. These components are used to collect diagnostic and statistic data from the system. A probe is a small component which is attached to an observed component. It delivers the observation data to a monitor which takes care of data exploitation. The monitoring data can be used for reconfiguration or statistical purposes, for instance.
Figure 2.2: Basic components of a Network-on-Chip: router (R), link, core and network interface (NI) in a corner of a larger network.

2.2 Topologies

Topology defines the structure of a network. Interconnection networks can be categorized into four classes based on the network topology. These classes are shared-medium networks, direct networks, indirect networks and hybrid networks. In the shared-medium networks the transmission medium is shared by all components of the system. A bus is an example of a shared-medium network. Each device connected to the bus has a certain time slot when it is allowed to use the bus and only one component can use the shared medium at a time. Arbitration logic is used to control who is able to use the bus and for what duration. The major drawback of a shared-medium network is its lack of scalability. When new components are connected to a bus, the time slot for each component has to be shortened and that way the communication performance most likely decreases.

Direct networks are also known as point-to-point networks. In a direct network each component is directly connected to all the components it is communicating with. Therefore, any two components are not able to communicate with each other if they do not have a direct connection between each other. Shared-resource and direct networks are typically circuit switched networks which means that data are transferred without dividing it into packets. [51]

In a packet switched network, the raw data are divided into packets which are transferred in the network individually. Packet switched communication is utilized in indirect networks. An indirect network consists of routers which compose a direct network between them. Devices of the system are connected to routers through a network interface. [18] A hybrid network is a network which consists of a combination of different kinds of networks.

A network is non-blocking if it is able to fulfill all the requests that are offered to it. In a packet switched networks, this kind of network is also called as a non-interfering network. A non-interfering network can deliver all the packets in guaranteed time. [14] A basic network topology has one hierarchy layer where all the nodes are equal. An improved version of this network topology is a hierarchical network where a network is
divided into multiple hierarchy layers. Networks on the lower layer are called as the subnetworks of a higher layer.

### 2.2.1 Basic Topologies

**Mesh and Torus** Probably the most utilized Network-on-Chip topology is mesh, presented in Figure 2.3. A mesh network consists of \( m \) columns and \( n \) rows. In the mesh network, presented in Figure 2.3, both \( m \) and \( n \) are four. The routers are located in the intersections of rows and column. Addresses of routers and resources can be easily defined as X- and Y-coordinates of a mesh. The strength of the mesh network is its simplicity. It can be easily placed on a chip without complicated routing of wires. However, weakness of a mesh topology is varying distance between routers. Average distance from center of a network is shorter than from routers at the edges of mesh. [14]

A torus network is an improved version of the basic mesh network. A simple torus network is a mesh where the heads of the columns are connected to the tails of the columns and the left sides of the rows are connected to the right sides of the rows. A torus network has better path diversity than a mesh network, which means that there are more alternative routes between two nodes of the network. The average distance between routers is constant on the contrary to the mesh. A torus network is shown in Figure 2.4. The chip implementation of a torus network is more complicated than the mesh network due to the links from an edge to another edge. These links can also require signal repeaters due to their relatively long length. [38]

**Tree and Butterfly Topologies** In a tree network routers are placed at different levels and cores are connected to the routers on the lowest level [11]. The routers on higher levels are called as ancestors of the routers below them. A fat-tree topology is illustrated in Figure 2.5. The cores can be connected to four routers at the bottom of the figure. In the fat-tree topology, the routers are connected to multiple ancestors which increases the path diversity in the network and offers multiple routes between cores.

A butterfly network is a duplicated tree network. It consists of two tree networks.
from which another is turned around and connected above the original tree network. This way cores can be connected not only to the routers at the bottom of the network but also to the routers on the top of the network. The highest ancestor routers are in the middle of the network. [28]

**Polygon and Star Topologies** The simplest polygon network is a circular network where packets travel in a loop from a router to another in uni- or bidirectional path. Network becomes more diverse when chords are added to the circle. A polygon network is fully connected if there is a direct link from every router to every other router in the network. A fully connected polygon network is presented in Figure 2.6.

A star network, which is represented in Figure 2.7, is another simple network topology. It consists of a central router in the middle of the star, and cores in the spikes of the star. The capacity requirements of the central router are quite large, because all the traffic between the spikes goes through the central router. That causes a remarkable possibility of congestion in the middle of the star.[60]
2.2.2 Hierarchical Topologies

Hierarchical topologies are based on an idea that multiple networks are connected to each other with an upper level network, a global network. The originally separate networks, or subnetworks, are also called as the clusters of the network. This approach is useful in situations where most of the traffic is between components in a cluster but there is still a need to have a connection to the components located in the other clusters.

A hierarchical hybrid topology is a combination of two different network topologies. Subnetworks have different topology than the global network. A hierarchical hybrid network with local mesh networks and a global polygon network is represented in Figure 2.8.

2.2.3 Irregular Topologies

Irregular networks do not follow any regular topology. An irregular network has an application specific structure where routers are connected to the cores and to each other based on a known traffic pattern. Only the communication paths, which are required by the application, are implemented.
2.3 Network Traffic Classification

The traffic in Networks-on-Chip may be classified into two categories: guaranteed throughput (GT) traffic and best effort (BE) traffic. Guaranteed throughput is also called as guaranteed service (GS). When guaranteed throughput is utilized the specification of the system guarantees that some defined portion of sent data reach its destination in a given time frame. Guaranteed throughput works best with a routing algorithm that operates similarly as a circuit switched network, which means that the packets are sent from a sender to a receiver through a fixed path and this path is not used by other senders at the same time. All interference has to be minimized on the used path.

Best effort packets are transferred as trustworthy as possible. There are still no guarantees that best effort packets will ever reach the receiver. Latencies can vary and in the worst case packets can be lost for instance due to un-delivered packet removal mechanisms. Traffic in a basic packet switched network is mostly best effort traffic. In a packet switched network packets from a sender to a receiver may not move along the same path especially when adaptive routing algorithms are used (see Section 2.5.3). The packets from different senders move simultaneously in the network and share the network resources. [14] Therefore, fixed performance cannot be guaranteed but the network performance depends on the contemporary traffic pattern.

2.4 Network Flow Control

Network flow control determines how packets are transmitted inside a network. The flow control is not directly dependent on a routing algorithm so that usage of a certain routing algorithm does not necessarily require utilization of a certain flow control. However, some
algorithms may be designed to use some given flow control.

**Store-and-Forward.** Store-and-forward is the simplest network flow control. Packets move in one piece, and an entire packet has to be stored in the memory of a router before it can be forwarded to the next router. The buffer memory in a router has to be as large as the largest packet in the network. The latency is the combined time of receiving a packet and sending it forward. [6]

**Virtual Cut-Through.** Virtual cut-through is an improved version of the store-and-forward flow control. A router can begin to send a packet to the next router as soon as the next router gives a permission. The packet is stored in the router until the forwarding begins. Forwarding can be started before the whole packet is received and stored to the router. This network flow control needs as much buffer memory as the store-and-forward mode, because it is not guaranteed that the forwarding can begin before the whole packet has been received. However, average latencies can be decreased. [34]

**Wormhole Routing.** In wormhole routing packets are divided into small and equal sized flits (*FLow control digIT* or *FLow control unIT*). A first flit of a packet is routed similarly as packets in the virtual cut-through routing. After the first flit, the route is reserved to route the remaining flits of the packet. This route is called as a wormhole. The wormhole flow control requires less memory than the two other modes because only one flit has to be stored at a time to a router. Also the latency is smaller whereas a risk of deadlock is higher (see Section 2.6). [59]

The risk of deadlock can be reduced by using virtual channels, which means that multiple virtual channels are multiplexed to a physical port using time division multiplexing, for instance. The usage of virtual channels enhances the stability of a network and reduces the risk of congestion and network blockage [15]. Virtual channels overcome channel blocking problems by allowing other packets to use the channel resources regardless of blocking packets. Without the use of the virtual channels, one blocking packet reserves the whole channel until the packet is removed.

### 2.5 Routing Algorithms

Routing on Network-on-Chip is similar to routing on any computer network. A routing algorithm determines how the data are routed from a source to a destination.

Routing algorithms are divided into three categories: deterministic, stochastic and adaptive algorithms. Deterministic and stochastic algorithms are oblivious algorithms because they route packets without any information about fault and traffic conditions of the network. Deterministic algorithms route packets from a sender to a receiver always along the same route while stochastic routing is based on randomness and probabilities.
Adaptive algorithms reconfigure the routing based on the status of the network. The algorithm uses a monitoring method to be aware about traffic levels, congestion spots and faulty components in a network. Typical problems, such as deadlock and livelock, are discussed later in Section 2.6.

2.5.1 Deterministic Routing

Deterministic routing algorithms route packets every time from a certain point A to a certain point B along a fixed path. [18] In congestion free networks, deterministic algorithms are reliable and have low latency. They are well suitable for real-time systems because packets always reach the destination in their original order which eliminates the need for packet reordering. The latencies are also predictable as long as the network stays faultless and congestion free. In one of the simplest cases, each router has a routing table that includes routes to all other routers in the network and the routing decisions are simple table look-up operations.

Some of the deterministic algorithms are suitable for both regular and irregular networks. Algorithms, which are used in the irregular networks, have to be based on routing tables. When the structure of the irregular network changes, every router has to be updated.

**Dimension Order Routing**  Dimension order routing is a typical minimal turn algorithm which is suitable for being utilized in mesh and torus networks. In minimal turn algorithms, packets are routed from a source to a destination using as few turns as possible. The dimension order algorithm determines to what direction packets are routed during every stage of the routing. [14, 43]

Probably the most used dimension order algorithm is an XY routing algorithm. It routes packets first in X- or horizontal direction to the correct column and then in Y- or vertical direction to the destination. The procedure of XY routing is illustrated in Figure 2.9. XY routing suits well in mesh and torus networks, where addresses of the routers are their XY-coordinates. Deterministic XY routing never ends up in deadlock or livelock. [17]

There are some problems in the traditional XY routing. Typically the traffic does not distribute evenly over the whole network but the routers in the middle of a network become more loaded than the routers at the edges of a network. Therefore, there is a need for algorithms which equalize the traffic load over the whole network.

**Pseudo Adaptive XY Routing**  A pseudo adaptive XY routing algorithm has been proposed to work in a deterministic or an adaptive mode depending on the state of the network. The algorithm works in deterministic mode when the network is at most only slightly congested. When a network becomes blocked, the algorithm switches to the adaptive mode and starts to search routes that are not congested.

The pseudo adaptive XY routing works on mesh networks. Each port of a router has a small temporary storage buffer and a 2-bit status identifier called quantized load.
value. The identifier tells the other routers if the router is congested and cannot accept new packets.

A router assigns priorities to incoming packets when there are more than one incoming packet arriving simultaneously. Packets from north have the highest priority, then south, east and finally packets incoming from west have the lowest priority. While the traditional XY routing causes network loads more in the middle of the network than to the lateral areas, the pseudo adaptive algorithm divides the traffic better over the whole network. [17]

**Turn Models** Turn model algorithms determine turns which are and which are not allowed while routing packets through a network. Turn models are deadlock-free because the turn prevention eliminates the possibility to transmit packets in full circle. Three examples of turn model algorithms are presented below. [32]

1. West-first routing algorithm prevents all turns from any direction towards west. Therefore, the packets going west must be first transmitted as far towards west as necessary. Routing packets towards west is not possible later on.

2. North-last routing algorithm disables turns away from north direction. Thus, the packets which need to be routed towards north, must be first moved in east-west dimension and finally towards north to the destination.

3. Negative-first routing algorithm allows all other turns except turns from a positive direction to a negative direction. The network is considered as a coordinate system where the origin is in the bottom left corner and the positive directions are from bottom to top and from left to right. Packet routings in negative directions must be done before anything else.

Allowed turns in these three turn model algorithms are illustrated in Figure 2.5.1.
Figure 2.10: Allowed turns in turn model routing algorithms. The origin of network coordinates is located in the bottom left corner of the networks.
**Shortest Path Routing**  Shortest path routing algorithms transfer packets always along the shortest path from a sender to a receiver. A distance vector routing algorithm is the most basic shortest path routing algorithm. Each router has a routing table that contains information about neighbor routers and all possible packet destinations. Routers exchange routing table information with each other and this way keep their own tables up to date. Routers route packets by calculating the shortest path based on their routing tables and then send packets forward. Distance vector routing is a simple method because each router does not have to know the structure of the whole network. [5]

Link state routing is somewhat more complex than the distance vector routing. The basic idea is the same as in the distance vector routing, but in the link state routing algorithm each router shares its routing table with every other router in the network. The link state routing presented for Network-on-Chip systems is a little bit customized version of the traditional distance vector routing. The routing tables covering the whole network are stored in memories of routers already during the manufacturing phase. Routers use their routing table updating mechanisms only if there are remarkable changes in the structure of the network or if some new faults emerge. [5]

**Source Routing**  In source routing a sender makes all routing decisions concerning the complete routing path of a packet. The whole route is stored in the header of a packet before sending, and routers along the path do the routing following the predefined routing path.

*Arbitration look ahead scheme* (ALOAS) is a faster version of source routing. Information of a routing path has been supplied to routers along the path before the packets are even sent. Route information moves along a special channel that is reserved only for this purpose. [16, 35, 71]

*Contention-free routing* is an algorithm based on routing tables and time division multiplexing (TDM). Each router has a routing table that includes corresponding output ports and time slots to every potential sender–receiver pairs. Contention-free routing algorithm is used in Philips *Æthereal NoC* system and it is also called as a *clockwork routing*. [24, 39, 48, 50]

**Destination-tag Routing**  A destination-tag routing algorithm is a kind of an inverted version of the source routing algorithm. The sender stores the address of the destination, also known as a destination-tag, to the header of a packet. Every router makes routing decisions independently based on the address of the receiver. The destination-tag routing is also known as *floating vector routing*. [14, 71] The routing decisions are based on routing tables which are stored in every router.

**Topology Adaptive Routing**  Deterministic routing algorithms can be improved by adding some adaptive features to them. The algorithm works like a basic deterministic algorithm but it has one feature which makes it suitable for dynamic networks. A central
controller can update the routing tables of the routers if necessary. A corresponding algorithm is also known as an online oblivious routing. [8] The cost and latency of the topology adaptive routing algorithm are near to the costs and latencies of basic deterministic algorithms. An advantage of topology adaptiveness is its suitability to irregular and dynamic networks.

### 2.5.2 Stochastic Routing Algorithms

Stochastic routing algorithms are based on coincidence and an assumption that every packet sooner or later reaches its destination. Stochastic algorithms are typically simple and fault-tolerant. Throughput of data is especially good but as a drawback, stochastic algorithms use plenty of network resources.

Stochastic routing algorithms determine time to live (TTL) of packets. It is a time how long a packet is allowed to move around in the network. After the predefined time has been reached, the packet will be dropped from the network. When a packet is dropped, the sender of the packet has to be notified so that it could resend the data. A few stochastic routing algorithms are presented below.

**Probabilistic Flood** The simplest stochastic routing algorithm is the probabilistic flooding algorithm. [19, 52] Routers send a copy of an incoming packet in all possible directions without any information about the location of the destination of a packet. The copies of a packet diffuse over the whole network similarly as a flood. Finally, most probably at least one of the copies will arrive at its destination and the redundant copies will be removed.

**Directed Flood** A directed flood routing algorithm is an improved version of probabilistic flood. It directs packets approximately in the direction where their destination is located. The main advantage of a directed flood is its lower network resource consumption compared with a probabilistic flood. [20, 53]

**Random Walk** A random walk algorithm sends a predetermined amount of copies of a packet to a network. Every router along the routing path sends incoming packets forward through some of its output ports. The packets are directed in the same way as in the directed flood algorithm. The network resource load, caused by a random walk routing algorithm, is lower than the load of the two stochastic algorithms presented above. [53]

**Valiant’s Random Algorithm** Valiant’s random algorithm is a partly stochastic routing algorithm. One main problem in deterministic routing algorithms is that they cause irregular load in a network. The load is typically especially high in the middle areas of the network. Valiant’s random algorithm equalizes traffic load on networks that have a good path diversity. First the algorithm randomly picks one intermediate node and routes packets to it. Then the packets are simply routed to their destination.
Routing from beginning to the intermediate node and then to the destination are done using a deterministic routing algorithm. [68]

IVAL (Improved VALiant’s randomized routing) is an improved version of the Valiant’s random algorithm. It is similar to turn around routing. At the first stage of the algorithm packets are routed to a randomly chosen point between the sender and the receiver by using oblivious dimension order routing. The second stage of the algorithm works almost equally, but this time the dimensions of the network are handled in reverse order. Deadlocks are avoided in IVAL routing by assigning virtual channels to the physical channels of a router. [67]

2.5.3 Adaptive Routing

Adaptive routing algorithms are able to reconfigure the routing during run-time based on the status of the network. Several adaptive routing algorithms for Network-on-Chip are presented below.

**Minimal Adaptive Routing**  A minimal adaptive routing algorithm routes packets always along the shortest network path. The algorithm is effective when more than one minimal, or as short as possible, paths between a sender and a receiver exist. The algorithm uses the route which is least congested. [14]

**Fully Adaptive Routing**  A fully adaptive routing algorithm always uses a route which is least congested regardless of the length of the route. Typically, an adaptive routing algorithm ranks alternative congestion free routes to order of superiority. Then the shortest route used. [14]

**Congestion Look Ahead**  A congestion look ahead algorithm gets information of congestion from other routers. Based on this information the routing algorithm can direct packets to bypass the congestion spots. [35]

**Turnaround Routing**  Turnaround routing is a routing algorithm for butterfly and fat-tree networks. The senders and receivers are all on the same side of the network, as illustrated in Figure 2.11. Packets are at first routed from the sender to some of the intermediate nodes located on the other side of the network. In this node, the packets are turned around and then routed to the destination. The routing from the intermediate node to the receiver is done with the destination-tag routing algorithm.

Routers in turnaround routing are bidirectional which means that packets can flow through a router in both forward and backward directions. The algorithm is deadlock-free because packets only turn around once from a forward channel to a backward channel.
**Turn-Back-When-Possible**  Turn-back-when-possible is an algorithm for routing in tree networks. It is a slightly improved version of the turnaround routing presented above. When turn-back channels are busy, the algorithm looks for a free routing path on a higher router level. A turn-back channel is a channel between forward and backward channels. It is used to change the routing direction in the network. [32]

**Q-Routing**  The functionality of the Q-routing algorithm is based on the network traffic statistics. The algorithm collects information concerning latencies and congestion areas, and maintains statistics about network traffic status. The Q-routing algorithm does the routing decisions based on these statistics. [40]

**Odd-Even Routing**  The odd-even routing is an adaptive algorithm used in dynamically adaptive and deterministic (DyAD) mesh-shaped Network-on-Chip systems. The odd-even routing is a deadlock free turn model which prohibits turns from east to north and from east to south at tiles located in even columns, and turns from north to west and south to west at tiles located in odd columns (odd and even in terms of X coordinates in a mesh network). The DyAD system uses a minimal odd-even routing which reduces energy consumption and eliminates the possibility of livelock. [29]

**Slack-Time Aware**  Most of the adaptive routing algorithms do not fit in systems which require strict real-time operation. In adaptive routing the latencies can vary. Packets can also be transferred along different paths, thus they can arrive at the receiver in wrong order. The delayed packets cause interruptions for example to audio or video stream.

Slack-time aware routing scheme divides traffic to guaranteed throughput (GT) and best effort (BE) traffic. In this scheme the Quality of Service is improved by utilizing the links of the GT traffic for the BE traffic when there is not much GT traffic in the network. [7]
**Hot-Potato Routing**  The hot-potato routing algorithm routes packets without temporarily storing them in a buffer memory of a router. Packets are moving all the time without stopping until they reach their destination. When one packet arrives at a router, the router forwards it immediately towards its destination. However, if there are two packets going in the same direction simultaneously, the router directs one of the packets in some other direction. This other packet can possibly flow away from its destination. This occasion is called as misrouting. In the worst case, packets can be misrouted far away from their destination and misrouted packets can interfere with other packets. The risk of misrouting can be decreased by waiting short random time before sending each packet. Cost of the hot-potato routing is quite low because the routers do not need any buffer memory to store packets during routing. [21]

### 2.6 Network Problems

The two main categories of routing algorithms are deterministic and adaptive algorithms. Problems on deterministic routing, or routing without the information of the state of the network, typically arise when a network starts to block traffic. The only solution to these problems is to wait for the reduction of traffic, and try again. Deadlock and starvation are potential problems in deterministic algorithms as well as in adaptive algorithms which adapt the routing based on the state of the network. Additionally, livelock can occur in systems utilizing adaptive routing algorithms.

**Deadlock**  Deadlock is a situation where two or more packets are waiting each other to be routed forward. All the packets reserve some resources and both are waiting each other to release the resources. Routers do not release the resources before they get the new resources and so the routing is locked. [65]

Deadlock situation can be solved by removing one of the packets temporary or permanently. However, better solution would be to design the routing algorithm in a way that it avoids the deadlocks.

**Livelock**  Livelock occurs when a packet keeps spinning around its destination without ever reaching it. This problem exists in routing algorithms which do not route the packets always along the shortest path between the sender and the destination. Livelock should be cut out to guarantee throughput of packets. [65]

There are a couple of solutions to avoid the livelock. Time to live (TTL) counter counts how long a packet has travelled in the network. When the counter reaches some predetermined value, the packet will be removed from the network. However, packet dropping is rarely an absolutely good solution because the data payload is lost at least until a retransmit. Another solution is to give packets a priority which is based on the age of a packet. The oldest packet always finally gets the highest priority and will be routed forward.
Starvation Using different priorities can cause a situation where some packets with lower priorities never reach their destinations. This applies to prioritization which is not based on the age of a packet. The starvation occurs when packets with higher priorities reserve resources all the time and the lower priority packets do not get any resources to be transmitted. Starvation can be avoided by using a fair routing algorithm, which is an algorithm without fixed priorities, or reserving some bandwidth only for low-priority packets. [42]

2.7 Summary

This chapter presented essential principles and basics of Network-on-Chip paradigm. Basic components of NoC were presented and different network topologies were studied. Vital details, including network traffic classification, network flow control as well as routing algorithms were presented. Finally, typical problems arising in Networks-on-Chip were studied.
Chapter 3

Monitoring on Network-on-Chip

Network-on-Chip (NoC) is a promising interconnection paradigm for future high-performance integrated circuits [9, 16, 49] and its features and potentiality have been discussed in Chapter 2. To enable the full potential of the NoC there is a need for monitoring services to diagnose the system functionality, to optimize the performance and to do run-time system reconfiguration. The reconfiguration is required to keep the system working with reasonable performance regardless of faults and unbalanced load in the system [64].

Monitoring services can be roughly divided into two categories based on their main purpose: system diagnostics and traffic management. The former aims to improve the reliability and performance of the computational parts while the latter concentrates to the same issues in the communication resources. It includes fault detection, performance monitoring as well as computation load management. The other part of the monitoring services, the traffic management, focuses on the communication infrastructure which enables the interaction between computational components. Traffic management contains features to maximize communication infrastructure performance and reliability while optimizing its power consumption. It is used to balance the utilization of communication resources and to avoid congestion in the network as well as to reconfigure the routing in the network in case of faults or congestion related problems. The goal is to maintain the network functionality regardless of above-mentioned issues. The core of traffic management is network monitoring which observes network components and delivers the observed information so that it can be used to reconfigure the network. Typically there is a monitoring system to collect traffic information from the network and an adaptive routing algorithm which adapts its operation when the conditions in the network change (see Section 2.5).

Two types of information are collected in network monitoring: traffic status in the network and locations of faults in the network. Traffic statuses can be observed from different parts of a network: router activity, router FIFO occupancy, or link utilization, for instance. Fault information can cover the faultiness of different network components: routers or links, for instance. A network component is considered as faulty when it does not work as it should by its specification. The network components have to have...
mechanisms to detect these faults [26]. There are several methods to do the detection. For instance, faulty links can be detected using methods which are based on the usage of spare resources or error control coding [37, 10]. Traffic management is discussed and analyzed in Chapter 6 while a significant part of a system management is studied in Chapter 7.

In a Network-on-Chip data are typically transferred as packets which have a destination address and an identifier which shows the type and purpose of the packet. These packet types can include for instance data packets, monitoring packets or mapping packets. All these packets are identical in terms of data transfer in the network. They are transferred in a network from a sender to a destination based on a routing algorithm. Identifiers are used to recognize packets so that every packet is forwarded to right component or handled in correct process. The majority of packets are data packets which are used to transfer payload data from a core to another. The control packets, which include for instance monitoring and mapping packets, transfer some information which is used for system management purposes. Mapping packets are discussed in Chapter 7. Network monitoring related data are transferred in monitoring packets. When a monitoring packet is received in the destination indicated by its destination address, the packet is forwarded to the monitor component for further processing.

The NoC monitoring systems which use shared communication resources transfer the network status data using monitoring packets. When centralized or clustered monitoring structures are used, these packets have to be initialized in probes, routed from probes to a monitor and from the monitor to the routers. Centralized control has its strengths and it is essential for several tasks. However, to optimize performance some of the traffic management tasks could be carried out with simpler distributed, or dynamically clustered, monitoring structures to decrease the load of the centralized control system.

3.1 Purpose of Monitoring

The main purposes of monitoring in Network-on-Chip include traffic management and system diagnostics. Traffic management related monitoring is mainly based on the observation of communication resource usage. System diagnostics can be also applied for traffic management purposes for instance by using fault data for router reconfiguration.

System diagnostics can include various information which is collected for statistical or system control purposes. One application of system diagnostics is task mapping which is studied in more detail later on.

3.1.1 Traffic Management

To enable the maximum throughput, the communication resource utilization has to be balanced so that all the resources are utilized and the congestion is avoided. Adaptive routing and route reconfiguration are keys to balance traffic and to avoid congestion [14, 18, 57]. Traffic management should distribute traffic evenly over the whole network.
and all the usable resources so that all the resources are used on their optimal load and highly loaded traffic hot spots are not formed.

Implementation of traffic management requires network monitoring; there should be a monitoring system which collects the information needed to optimize the routing. This information includes knowledge of current traffic conditions as well as knowledge concerning network functionality and faults. Basically, it is not necessary to have complete knowledge of the network status in each router; a router should have information on the network state at the region around it so that it can direct the traffic in the least congested directions.

3.1.2 Fault Detection

Modern integrated circuits are sensitive to transient faults. Because of a complex manufacturing process it is also possible that the circuits can contain permanent manufacturing faults which can occur as run-time errors e.g. due to electromigration. [54, 66, 70] The objective is to design a system that tolerates faults or recovers from errors caused by faults. The circuits should also be capable to reliable operation even though there are a few permanent faults.

The detection of faults requires a monitoring system to locate them and to provide the information for other components. For instance in the case of a manufacturing fault, the system could disable the faulty component and migrate its tasks to some other component. This kind of operation requires redundancy in the system to enable task migration.

The fault detection is also a part of the traffic management. When there are faults in the communication infrastructure, the monitoring system can detect them and inform the system to reconfigure the routing through faultless communication resources.

3.1.3 Task Management

A monitoring structure can be applied for different management and reconfiguration tasks in a Network-on-Chip. An essential task, included in the system management, is task mapping.

Typically tasks are mapped to cores at the initialization phase of system operation. The system diagnostic features of a NoC monitoring system make it possible to collect task mapping related statistics and use this data to map new tasks run-time. The goal is to find a suitable core which is able to execute the new task and at the same time to keep the computational load evenly distributed over the system. Balanced load distribution, both computational and communication load, is essential because that way the maximum performance can be achieved without formation of highly loaded hot spots. These hot spots are unfavorable in terms of performance as well as unbalanced power consumption and heat dissipation. Task mapping on NoC is studied in Chapter 7.
3.2 Monitoring Structures

An NoC monitoring system has the same main requirements as the NoC itself; it should be flexible, scalable and it should also be capable of real-time operation [12]. Scalability and flexibility ensure that a monitoring system can be used in different sized Networks-on-Chip without a time consuming redesigning process. A monitoring system itself should also be fault tolerant. A network monitoring structure consists of monitoring units (monitors) and probes as well as communication resources (e.g. routers), or wires, to connect these components to each other and to the NoC, as illustrated in Figure 3.1. The monitors are computational components which control the monitoring process and deliver observed data to its clients. The probes are connected to network components, e.g. routers, network interfaces or links, whose functionality they observe and deliver the observed data to the monitoring units.

A monitoring structure can have dedicated resources for communication between probes and monitors, or it can share the resources of the data network. In our research, we focus on shared-resource structures which require less additional resources than dedicated structures. We have also paid attention to dedicated resources for serial monitoring communication between monitors. In shared-resource structures non-intrusive operation of the monitoring system is a significant issue while in the serial monitoring communication the delays are crucial in terms of usefulness of the monitoring data.

If the network resources are dedicated for communication between the probes and the monitors, the probes can be controlled from the monitors. Otherwise the probes have to be more autonomous to be able to communicate over the shared packet switched network. Monitors are computational components which control the monitoring. Monitors collect the monitoring data, exchange the data with other monitors and provide information for network components which can use it to reconfigure their operation. The system diagnostics can share the resources of the traffic management but may also require

![Figure 3.1: Network components and their connections.](image-url)
dedicated components e.g. probes which are attached to the computational resources and centralized control devices which are not necessarily required in the traffic management.

Depending on the purpose, requirements and operational principles the monitoring system can have centralized, clustered, distributed or localized structure. The structure of the monitoring system defines how the monitoring data are delivered to the other components in the system and which of the components are able to access this information. Monitoring structure defines the number and type of monitors and probes, their placement, connections and tasks. A centralized monitoring structure has one central monitor and several probes that observe the data and deliver it to the monitor. In centralized structure, the central monitor has complete overall knowledge of the network but it causes significant amount of monitoring related traffic in the network. A clustered monitoring structure has a few cluster monitors and several probes. The network is divided into subnetworks, clusters, each of them having a cluster monitor and several probes. The complete network knowledge can be reached using inter-cluster communication but most of the tasks can be executed inside a cluster. However, a clustered structure still causes a considerable amount of monitoring traffic. [55]

Our research focuses on a scalable NoC monitoring structures where the knowledge of network status is spread widely enough over the network. There are two main factors taken into account while designing our NoC architecture. First, the structure should be not only aware of traffic but also aware of network faults so that network-level fault tolerance can be actively maintained during routing. Second, the structure should also be fully scalable to any mesh size. All the probes and monitors are identical and they work autonomously without any centralized control. The structure should also be easily reconfigurable for new applications which could turn up later on. The presented ideas can be adapted to NoC topologies of a different kind but due to its popularity, we have decided to concentrate on the mesh topology.

3.2.1 Centralized Monitoring

In a system with centralized monitoring there is a central monitoring unit and a number of probes which are attached to the network components. Probes deliver the data to the central monitor which collects the monitoring data and delivers information all around the system. Centralized monitoring has advantages on performance monitoring and on collecting statistical information from the system. Resource allocation for computational tasks may also require centralized control. However, a centralized monitoring system is inflexible and scales poorly. When the size of a system increases the average distance between the probes and the central monitoring component increases as well. Long distances between the probes and monitors increase the probability of network faults and cause more traffic to the network especially if the monitoring system uses shared communication resources. In a highly loaded network, this additional traffic can increase the probability of congestion. In centrally monitored systems, all the monitoring is carried out in a single component which makes it very susceptible to faults.

NoC monitoring systems have been presented in several papers. A dedicated control
network is used in a centralized operating system controlled NoC [47]. It has separate
data NoC and control NoC from which the latter is used for centralized monitoring and
control. An operating system controls the network management through the dedicated
control NoC by collecting data from the processing elements (PE).

Another centralized NoC monitoring implementation is presented in [44] where a
dedicated embedded processor is used to observe FIFO occupancies and packet transfer
latencies. The monitoring processor is connected to routers with dedicated links. The
collected data are used for partial dynamic reconfiguration purposes.

In [13] a transaction monitoring system for Æthereal NoC [24] has been presented. This system, which monitors transactions in NoC components, can be configured to
shared or dedicated communication resources. The probes monitor bit-level data which
have been interpreted as transactions and forwarded to a centralized monitor (Monitoring
Service Access point).

A congestion control system which monitors links and uses shared communication
resources is presented in [69]. It measures the amount of congestion by monitoring link
utilization and adjusts data sources to control congestion. All these systems include a
centralized monitoring unit which collects the observed data and controls the system
operation.

All the above implementations are meant for traffic management while a monitoring
system for run-time optimization and resource allocation was presented in [23]. The
probes are implemented within NIs and they observe throughput, latency and event
occurrences in PEs.

3.2.2 Clustered Monitoring

In clustered and distributed NoC monitoring there is no centralized monitoring unit
where the global monitoring data are collected. In the clustered approach the system
is divided into subsystems, clusters, each of which has a cluster monitoring unit where
the monitoring data from the probes in the cluster is collected. The cluster monitors
can exchange information with each other. A clustered monitoring structure with the
cluster size of four is presented in Figure 3.2. If the cluster size is relatively large the
number of monitors can be kept low. However, the smaller the cluster is, the less effect
a faulty monitor has on the system operation. Communication distances are naturally
also shorter when cluster size is small.

ROAdNoC is a runtime observability infrastructure which uses shared communication
resources and basically has a clustered structure but can also utilize centralized
control if necessary. It observes routers and NIs and collects error, run-time and func-
tional information. [2] A notably similar structure is presented in [12]. Both of these
structures utilize event-based communication and the latter can be used to monitor all
the NoC components. On event-based communication, the probes generate events from
the monitoring data which allows the monitoring data abstraction and leads to com-
munication overhead reduction. A clustered monitoring structure is presented also in
[41]. It collects information from the routers, identifies which senders cause the conges-
tion, and does traffic shaping by restraining these sender cores. The control data have dedicated communication resources.

### 3.2.3 Localized Monitoring

Localized monitoring is the simplest monitoring scheme to be implemented in an NoC. Typically there are no actual monitor components but the probed values are used locally without further processing or they are delivered to the neighboring routers. The localized monitoring is typically used in adaptive routing where the probes observe output channel reservation or the router utilization levels.

Localized monitoring systems have been presented in several papers as a part of adaptive routing mechanism; for example for Nostrum NoC [46]. In the basic version of the Nostrum NoC there is a probe on each router. Those provide traffic level information for the neighboring routers. The difference from distributed structures is that there are no separate monitors which collect the information and exchange it with each other.

![Clustered monitoring (cluster size: 4). Probes (P) and monitors (M) are integrated into the routers (R).](image)

Figure 3.2: Clustered monitoring (cluster size: 4). Probes (P) and monitors (M) are integrated into the routers (R).
3.2.4 Distributed Monitoring

In a distributed monitoring structure the monitoring system is distributed over the system. There is a monitor unit at each router in the network and the monitors communicate directly with each other. This should have positive impact on the communication overhead because the monitoring related communication is done straight from a monitor to another monitor without circulating it through any central unit which could possibly be located relatively far away from both of the communicating monitors. A distributed monitoring system is presented in Figure 3.3. In a distributed monitoring system, each monitor does not necessarily need complete knowledge of the current network state, but a good knowledge of the status in its neighborhood and the resources near it. Complete knowledge may not be essential in large NoCs where there are functionally consistent resources situated in different locations around the system. A scalable monitoring with regional congestion awareness is presented in [25]. It is aimed to balance the workload in the network based on the amount of congestion.

When the monitoring is highly distributed, the impact of faulty monitoring units is minimal to the overall functionality of the system. Faultiness of a single monitor or probe has direct impact only to the router to which the faulty component is attached and to some extent to the neighbors of the router which cannot get valid information from its faulty neighbor.
3.3 Monitoring Trade-offs

In a Network-on-Chip the monitoring is essentially not a vital part but a major additional service. Having a monitoring system is not absolutely crucial in terms of system functionality but it can have notable positive influence on system performance. A monitoring system brings several advantages to the monitored system. However, arising trade-offs should be taken into account as well.

Optimal network monitoring coverage requires monitoring of every single component of the system. However, this implicates high monitoring overhead in area, energy consumption and communication. In our research, the network monitoring is implemented by monitoring the load of routers. Monitoring of every single link would multiply the monitoring overhead. One weakness in a router monitoring based network monitoring is the link status and traffic flow direction uncertainty. By monitoring only routers, the observer cannot be sure which channels of a router are loaded and which are free to use. However, regardless of the routing direction, a traffic flow loads the routing decision and switching logic. This reduces the significance of traffic flow direction awareness.

3.3.1 Resource Allocation

Implementation of the monitoring services affects the system to be monitored. The resource allocation should be taken into account when balancing between manufacturing costs, area overhead, intrusiveness and system performance. [3, 30, 33]

A monitoring system with dedicated resources is separated from the actual system and built separately of the data NoC [73]. The monitoring components and the communication resources, used to move the monitoring data, are only in the use of the monitoring system. A monitoring system with dedicated resources is straightforward to design and it has a minimal impact on system performance. However, this approach increases the area overhead and the complexity of the system, which typically also means an increment in power consumption.

If the system does not include dedicated resources for monitoring, a monitoring system can be integrated into the communication system. The monitoring data are transferred in the same communication infrastructure with the actual data. The resource sharing requires virtual channels in the routers to guarantee monitoring system functionality under congested network conditions [15]. A monitoring probe can be connected to the network through a dedicated network interface or it can share a network interface of a processing element.

The intrusiveness of a monitoring system defines how much the monitoring process disturbs the functionality of the system which is monitored. The objective is to design as non-intrusive monitoring system as possible. The probes should operate without disturbing the devices which they are probing and the traffic overhead on shared communication resources should be kept low. A monitoring system using shared resources does not require additional communication resources, which limits the area overhead. However, resource sharing can affect communication performance and that way interfere
with the actual operation of the system. Shared-resource monitoring systems are fas-
cinating because of their minimal added complexity. Nevertheless, due to intrusiveness aspects, shared-resource monitoring systems have to be designed carefully. [13]

3.4 Fault Tolerance of Monitoring Systems

The monitoring systems can be used to improve the fault tolerance of NoCs as was de-
scribed in Section 3.1.2. However, the monitoring systems themselves are also vulnerable to faults which has to be taken into account in the design process.

The faults can occur in the data moved between monitors or they can affect to the functionality of the actual monitor components. If a monitoring system shares the resources with an NoC, the fault tolerance methods utilized to the actual data can be applied also to the monitoring data. Otherwise, if a monitoring system has dedicated communication resources there should be separate fault tolerance mechanisms for these. The fault tolerance mechanisms for data could be e.g. triple modular redundancy, or error control codes [10, 31, 36, 45].

To ensure the intended functionality of the actual monitor components a built-in self-test mechanism could be implemented [72]. Self-test mechanism regularly checks the functionality of a component so that faulty components can be recognized, disabled and possibly replaced with spare resources. Similar mechanisms for NoC routers and links have been implemented previously in [22] and [27] correspondingly.

3.5 Summary

Introduction to monitoring in Networks-on-Chip were given in this chapter. At first, the purposes of network monitoring were studied. Different monitoring structures were presented. Finally, trade-offs of monitoring and fault tolerance of monitoring systems were discussed.
Chapter 4

Dynamically Clustered Distributed Monitoring

Scalability is an essential feature of Networks-on-Chip [9]. The distributed approach makes it possible to scale the monitoring system similarly as the actual NoC can be scaled. Centralized monitoring solutions scale poorly and are built separately with the NoC. While a centralized structure can be feasible on a small system the limited scalability is against the main principles of the NoC paradigm: an NoC should be fully scalable in any size and its performance should not be weakened when the size of the system is increased. Our hypothesis is that the use of distributed monitoring systems has a positive impact on traffic overhead caused by network monitoring, which decreases the demand for dedicated resources. The distributed monitoring structure has potential to be more fault tolerant than the centralized and clustered systems because the faultiness of a single component has an immediate influence only to just a few other components. Faultiness of a centralized component may endanger the functionality of the whole system.

The distributed monitoring system has several potential advantages when compared with the centralized and clustered monitoring. In centralized and clustered monitoring the monitoring data have to be moved to the monitoring unit for processing and then back to the routers before the information can be exploited. In a distributed system, the monitor receives information from its local probe and its neighbors and performs the required processing. It is also possible to implement centralized control at the operating system level while the traffic management, for instance, uses distributed monitoring.

4.1 Dynamically Clustered Monitoring Structure

We propose an NoC monitoring structure which is originally focused on traffic management, including routing reconfiguration and traffic load balancing, but can also be utilized for system reconfiguration and problem recovery for instance in the case of faults or congestion. Fortunately, the origin of a problem is not relevant from the traffic
management point of view.

Scalable NoC monitoring is based on an idea that there is no need for comprehensive status information of the whole network in a single centralized monitoring unit. To guarantee high and predictable performance the congestion should be avoided beforehand. We propose that efficient traffic management can be achieved without centralized network monitoring. When the traffic overhead of the traffic management is minimized, the remaining bandwidth can be used for normal data traffic as well as essential centrally controlled features which cannot be realized with a distributed structure. Most of the traffic management tasks can be executed without centralized control, thus, there is no reason to waste resources on these purposes.

In our monitoring approach every router has its own status which is based on the utilization level of the router and its neighbors. Every router has up-to-date information about the statuses of five or the twelve closest neighbor routers around it. This monitoring protocol can be implemented in centralized, clustered or distributed monitoring systems. The distributed version of this monitoring structure is also called the dynamically clustered structure.

A dynamic cluster is the area around a router from where the router status have been collected and to where the status of the router has been delivered. In statically clustered systems (see Section 3.2.2) the cluster borders are fixed and that way the routers near the cluster borders have unequal amount of status information from neighbor routers because some neighbors are in the same cluster and others in a different cluster as the router itself. In dynamically clustered structure the router is always placed in the middle of its own dynamic cluster which balances the amount of neighbor status data.

Figure 4.1 illustrates an NoC with 100 routers. Every router has a dynamic cluster but only three of them are illustrated to keep the presentation readable. A router has the status information of the components in its own dynamic cluster. This information drifts from the network components to a monitor along simple neighbor to neighbor information exchange. The clustered structures, presented earlier in the Section 3.2.2 are statically clustered, which means that the borders of the clusters are fixed.

In statically clustered systems, the cluster monitor defines an overall status of its local cluster. This overall status is delivered to the neighboring clusters where it is forwarded to the routers. In a dynamically clustered structure, every router has an equal amount of neighbor status information. This differs from statically clustered structures where the amount of neighbor data depends on the location of a router in a cluster. The routers which are situated near the edges and corners of static clusters have inaccurate neighbor status knowledge compared to the routers situated in the middle of a cluster. In a centralized implementation, the accuracy of monitoring statuses is on the same level with the distributed implementations. The difference is that in the centralized systems the status update requires a large amount of data to be transferred between routers and the central monitoring unit (see Section 3.2.1).

The presented monitoring systems can be also used on small system reconfiguration tasks which do not require centralized control. Reconfiguration messages can be broadcasted over the monitoring system all around the network. The traffic diffusion analysis,
Figure 4.1: Dynamic clusters of three routers, A, B and C. Each of the 100 routers in this network has a similar dynamic cluster around it.
which is strongly related with broadcasted reconfiguration messages, is presented later.

Dynamically clustered monitoring (DCM) can be considered as distributed monitoring because it does not require any centralized control. There is a simple monitor and a probe attached to each router in the network. The used mesh topology is illustrated in Figure 4.2. Centralized control is not required but the monitors exchange information autonomously with each other. The delivery of router status is called status data diffusion. The dynamic clusters of different routers overlap with each other. The simplest dynamic cluster includes 4 closest neighbors of a router but it can be expanded to neighbors’ neighbors and so on. A system which uses DCM for traffic management could have for instance operating system level control for tasks that need complete knowledge of the system. When traffic management is implemented with a DCM structure the load of the network can be optimized.

4.2 Principles of Analysis

We analyzed and compared the different monitoring structures and their features at conceptual level as well as at transaction level. The conceptual analysis, presented in this chapter, is based on calculations made by hand and with MATLAB. Network-on-Chip simulation environment, which is presented in Chapter 5, makes possible to analyze NoC designs on transaction level. The analysis based on the simulation results is presented in Chapter 6. The conceptual level analysis is sufficient in terms of monitoring structure
comparison. In our analysis, we use widely exploited mesh topology and assume that in every case there is an equal amount of network status data on every router and the data update frequency is constant [14, 42].

A monitor is always attached to a router. Therefore, the transfer of the status data between router and its local monitor does not load the network. We also assume that

$$N_{\text{width}} = N_{\text{height}}$$

(4.1)

which means that an NoC has an equal number of rows and columns. The NoC width and height represent the number of routers next to each other in horizontal and vertical dimensions, respectively. The corresponding assumption for clusters is

$$C_{\text{width}} = C_{\text{height}}$$

(4.2)

which defines that clusters are squares. The number of routers in an NoC is depicted using term $N_{\text{size}}$ and the number of routers in a cluster using term $C_{\text{size}}$. The last assumption is that

$$N_{\text{size}} = kC_{\text{size}} \quad k \in \mathbb{N}$$

(4.3)

which defines that an NoC consists of one or many complete clusters. The assumptions define the typical features of mesh Networks-on-Chip. They are carefully defined to enable structure comparison and analysis without remarkable inaccuracy. The metrics to be analyzed are traffic overhead caused by the monitoring system, the diffusion of the data in the network, maximum path lengths on monitoring data transfers and at a coarse level the cost of centralized, clustered and distributed NoC monitoring systems. The traffic overhead analysis is essential when estimating the intrusiveness of a monitoring system. The rate of the information diffusion in the network has an influence on the reaction speed and it is closely related with the maximum path length analysis. The maximum path length analysis is to some extent also related with monitoring system fault tolerance because the probability of fault related problems increases when the information transfer paths get longer. Additional challenges can be inflicted by the utilized fault tolerance mechanisms which may slow the system operation down at some point for instance due to retransmissions.

### 4.3 Monitoring Traffic Overhead

In a shared-resource NoC the monitoring system uses the same communication resources that are used for the actual data transfer. In terms of intrusiveness of the monitoring, the amount of monitoring traffic is an essential detail. This amount of monitoring related traffic is called monitoring traffic overhead.

The size and structure of the monitoring system, the monitoring cluster size and the number of clusters have an effect on the traffic overhead caused by the monitoring service. In statically clustered structures, there is communication (a) from probes to a monitor,
(b) between monitors and (c) from a monitor to routers. Because the distributed system can be seen as a clustered system with the cluster size of 1, there is no communication inside a cluster, only between them (b). In centralized structures there is only one large cluster which means that the communication is only between probes and monitors (a) as well as between monitors and routers (c) It is assumed that the amount of data on a traffic status update between two network components is so small that a single packet can hold all the information which is transferred. One transaction in this analysis means moving a packet from a router to its neighboring router, from a probe to a monitor or from a monitor to a router. The number of transactions required in a complete network status update in a centralized monitoring structure is represented with equation

\[ T_{\text{cent}} = 2H_{\text{avg}} (N_{\text{size}} - 1) \]  (4.4)

where \( H_{\text{avg}} \) is the average hop count between the monitor and any router and \( N_{\text{size}} \) is the size of the NoC that is the number of routers in the NoC. The multiplier 2 depicts bidirectional traffic between the routers and the monitor. The average hop count can be calculated if a deterministic routing algorithm is used but may vary in systems using adaptive routing with non-minimal routes. In a clustered monitoring structure the number of required transactions in a complete status update is represented with equation

\[ T_{\text{clust}} = 2 \left( H_{\text{avg}} \left( C_{\text{size}} - 1 \right) \frac{N_{\text{size}}}{C_{\text{size}}} + C_{\text{borders}} \sqrt{C_{\text{size}}} \right) \]  (4.5)

where the multiplier of 2 illustrates bidirectional traffic in and between clusters. \( H_{\text{avg}} \) is the average hop count between any router and the monitor of the same cluster. \( N_{\text{size}} \) and \( C_{\text{size}} \) are sizes of an NoC and a cluster, respectively. Hence, the ratio of these is the number of clusters. The first term of the sum represents the traffic inside clusters and the second term between the monitors of neighboring clusters. The square root depicts the distance between the monitors. \( C_{\text{borders}} \) is the number of borderlines between clusters and is calculated using equation

\[ C_{\text{borders}} = 2 \left( \sqrt{N_{\text{size}} \over C_{\text{size}}} - 1 \right) \sqrt{N_{\text{size}} \over C_{\text{size}}} \]  (4.6)

where the second square root represents the number of rows in the network which is multiplied with the term representing the number of cluster borderlines in a row. The multiplier of 2 completes the equation to include also the borderlines in the other dimension, that is horizontal and vertical borderlines. In distributed monitoring structure there is traffic only between neighboring routers and the number of transactions is calculated using equation

\[ T_{\text{dist}} = 4N_{\text{size}} - 4 \sqrt{N_{\text{size}}} \]  (4.7)
The first term of the difference represents the traffic which is sent from each router in four directions. The second term corrects the amount of traffic in the edges of the network where there is traffic only in two or three directions. Note that $T_{dist} = T_{clust}$ when $C_{size} = 1$ and $T_{cent} = T_{clust}$ when $C_{size} = N_{size}$.

The amount of monitoring communication in NoCs of different sizes and with different cluster sizes is illustrated in Figure 4.3. The figure shows that larger cluster sizes cause more traffic and the centralized system clearly causes the largest traffic overhead. The cluster size of two is also analyzed to complete the analysis. One can notice that it causes the lowest overhead while the overhead caused by the distributed structure and the clustered one with the cluster size of four is just slightly higher. However, clusters with two routers are not well suited to symmetrically structured networks because they spread the traffic information unevenly.

The lengths of paths between routers, probes and monitors affect the delay of a complete update process. The comparison of the longest packet transfer paths was made by calculating the longest productive paths between the possible positions of routers and monitors. A productive path is the shortest routing path between two nodes in a network. This comparison is presented in Figure 4.4. The figure shows the longest, or
Figure 4.4: Comparison of the maximum traverse lengths of a packet on a monitoring status update.
Figure 4.5: Distribution of monitoring traffic load in time.
worst case, distances between routers and monitors or two neighboring monitors (which one is longer) in different structures. Lengths of the information transfer paths have to be taken into account because the monitoring data transfer delay has a significant impact on the monitoring system performance.

The influence of congestion and other problems cannot be seen in this analysis. If the paths of the monitoring packets are significantly rerouted due to problems in the network, the traverse lengths and hop counts can increase. The severity of a problem for a short path is relatively significant and may completely disable the path. However, the probability of problems is higher for the longer paths and that way the longer the path, the more vulnerable to faults it is.

One thing to note is how the added monitoring communication overhead is distributed over the time. The amount of monitoring traffic in a network during a complete network status data update is presented as a function of time in Figure 4.5. The analysis includes centralized monitoring structure as well as statically clustered structures with cluster sizes 4, 9 and 16. Each of these structures is separately compared with the distributed monitoring structure. As can be seen from the Figure 4.5 the load caused by centralized and statically clustered monitoring structures is not only relatively high but also distributed uneven over time while distributed monitoring systems are able to cause a lot more even load as shown in Figure 4.5. The peaks are caused by varying distances between communicating units. At the beginning the amount of traffic is in its maximum and it decreases while the data reach the destinations closer to the sender. Two peaks exist because of the bidirectional nature of the traffic. The traffic between these two peaks is the caused by the communication between clusters. However, a dis-

![Figure 4.6: Routing directions. The abbreviations stand for N: north, S: south, E: east, W: west and R: router.](image)
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tributed monitoring system can be also configured to use the communication resources when the resources are free. This way there could be high monitoring communication peaks in the network but without caused interference against data communication.

### 4.4 Routing Algorithms

The Network-on-Chip simulation environment utilizes an adaptive routing algorithm [14]. The algorithm determines the routing direction among the twelve candidates which include four main directions (north, south, east and west) and the intermediate directions (for example north-west and south-east and their counterparts west-north and east-south). These directions are illustrated in Figure 4.6. The algorithm chooses an output port to be used among the actual routing direction and its nearest neighbor directions. The decision is based on the traffic status values and the link statuses in potential directions. A packet which cannot be delivered is put back in the router’s memory and rerouted. A packet lifetime is also utilized to prevent undeliverable packets from blocking the network. To prevent congestion, the packets are not sent in directions where receivers’ buffers are fully occupied.
We also propose an experimental routing algorithm where the destination’s distances to the core in different routing directions are taken into account. In this algorithm the destinations are classified to 24 different routing directions which differ in varying distances in different routing dimensions (X and Y dimension). These directions are independent of the network but naturally more advantage is gained in large networks. These routing directions are illustrated in Figure 4.7. The idea behind this algorithm is that a packet should be routed always in a dimension where the distance to the destination is longer. This way the possibility to change the dimension remains making it possible to evade problematic areas without extending the routing path. The distance resolution in this experimental routing algorithm has three levels. The algorithm distinguishes the routing directions based on the following criteria: the destination is (1) in the current row/column, (2) in the next row/column in some direction or (3) further away. Hence, there are altogether 24 different routing directions. These routing directions enable extensive classification of different routing cases and that way each case can be handled optimally.

In each of these 24 routing directions we have ranked the possible output ports based on the destination and network conditions. Every time a packet is routed the algorithm identifies the routing direction and uses available traffic status and fault information to select the appropriate output port.

4.5 Monitoring Algorithms and Communication

The router statuses in the DCM structure are represented with two binary numbers, one for traffic status and another for fault information. In the DCM structure the status of a router is based on the occupancy of the FIFO buffer where packets are waiting to be routed forward. The status \( S \) of a router is calculated using Equation

\[
S = \frac{B_{\text{occ}}}{B_{\text{size}}} \cdot G
\]

where \( B_{\text{size}} \) is the size of the buffer, \( B_{\text{occ}} \) the number of packets currently stored in the buffer and \( G \) is the used status data granularity. The status data granularity defines the maximum value of the status data while the minimum value is always zero.

In centralized and clustered monitoring structures the monitoring packets are transferred in a network similarly as the data packets. The dynamically clustered approach simplifies the monitoring communication because the routing of the monitoring packets is not needed but substituted with a packet type recognition. Every monitor sends its status data and the neighbor status data it is forwarding to all its neighbors. The receiver recognizes these packets as monitoring packets and does not send them forward. A monitor stores the status data from received monitoring packets to its memory and provides the received information forward to its own neighbors. This way the routers are able to receive information not only from their neighbors but also from the neighbors of their neighbors. In dynamically clustered monitoring structure the network status
data spread over the network without centralized control and without routing related processing.

In the basic DCM structure the monitoring data are transferred in packets using the actual data network. These packets are called monitoring packets. The monitoring packets have a higher priority in the routers so that they can be transferred even when there is congestion in the network. Monitoring packets are used to adjust the functionality of the network in critical situations so the delivery of monitored data has to be guaranteed. The monitoring packets are sent from a monitor to a monitor, but because the monitors are not directly connected to each other, the packets are transferred via routers and links.

The router statuses in the DCM structure are represented with two binary numbers, one for traffic status and another for fault information. The status of a router is based on the occupancy of the FIFO buffer where packets are waiting to be routed forward. The faultiness of a single component can be represented using a single bit while number of bits in the traffic status values is related to the size of the FIFO buffer, required accuracy as well as the used additional status data processing (see Section 6.2.1). The resolution of the traffic status data is defined with status data granularity. The granularity defines the number of different values which can be used to illustrate the level of traffic load. For instance, when the status granularity of a router is 4 there are 4 different levels of traffic (1: no or just a little traffic, 4: highly loaded and cannot receive new packets, 2-3: scaled linearly between the edge values). The finer the granularity the better the
accuracy of the status values is.

In the DCM structure the monitors exchange their own and their neighbors’ statuses with each other. Typically monitoring packets include fault statuses of nearby links and one or more traffic statuses of routers depending on the size of the monitoring cluster. The structure of a monitoring packet payload in systems with monitoring cluster sizes 5 and 13 is presented in Figure 4.8. The contents of a monitoring packet payload are discussed in Section 6.2.

In centralized and clustered monitoring structures the monitoring packets are transferred in a network in the same way as the data packets (see Section 4.1). The dynamically clustered approach simplifies the monitoring communication because the routing of the monitoring packets is not needed but substituted with a packet type recognition. Every monitor sends its own status data and the neighbor status data, which it has received from its neighbors, to all other neighbors. The receiver recognizes these packets as monitoring packets and does not send them forward. The transfer distance of a monitoring packet is always one hop, from a router to its neighbor router. This simplicity of monitoring packet transferring combined with the simple routing procedure of monitoring packets makes possible to keep the latency overhead on tolerable level for most applications. The presented DCM structure is targeted for applications without strict real-time constraints because the in-time delivery of packets cannot always be guaranteed. This is a trade-off of the improved fault tolerance.

A monitor stores the status data from received monitoring packets to its memory and provides this information forward to its own neighbors. This way the routers are able to receive information not only from their neighbors but also from the neighbors of their neighbors. In dynamically clustered monitoring structure the network status data spread over the network without centralized control and without routing related processing.

4.6 Summary

This chapter presented the dynamically clustered distributed monitoring structure. The structure was analyzed on conceptual level concentrating on the traffic overhead caused by the monitoring system. Routing and monitoring algorithms, which are used with the presented monitoring structure, were studied and monitoring related communication discussed.
Chapter 5

Simulation Environment

SystemC based simulation environment has been implemented to enable extensive analysis of Networks-on-Chip. The simulation environment is required to model and analyze Network-on-Chip (NoC) architectures in terms of functionality, performance and fault tolerance.

SystemC is an extension of C++ programming language [63]. It makes possible to model concurrent systems using standard C++ language. The simulation environment is designed for transaction-level modeling and it utilizes transaction-level modeling libraries of SystemC (TLM 1.0). [1] Transaction-level simulation environment is suitable for Network-on-Chip architecture simulations especially in the early phases of system development. The environment is easily reconfigurable to model different architectural solutions and features without complex immersion to physical implementation for example using hardware description languages.

The simulation environment includes models of Networks-on-Chip with centralized, clustered and distributed traffic monitoring. In the first phase the simulation environment was designed to model NoCs utilizing shared-resource communication where the resources are shared between the data packets and the monitoring packets. Later the environment was further developed to model NoCs with dedicated communication resources. These dedicated resources are utilized for serial monitoring communication.

The essence of the simulation environment is the simulation mechanism which is able to execute transient analysis. In transient simulation the cores are sending packets following a specific traffic pattern and the key figures are recorded during the simulation. These figures include, among others, the numbers of sent and received packets, the transfer delay and the number of dropped packets from each node separately. The simulation duration can be customized and it is possible to run simulation in multiple NoCs simultaneously with identical simulation parameters. In this case, the results can be represented as averages from the simultaneously running NoCs. The amount of traffic during the simulation can be adjusted with the traffic pattern. There is also an option to put faults in the network. This feature enables the fault tolerance analysis of NoC. All the network faults are modeled using the link faults. For instance, a faulty router
can be modeled with a bunch of faulty links. Faults can be put in the system randomly or manually so that modeling of larger uniform fault areas is also possible.

5.1 Architecture

The simulation architecture consists of architectural components and simulator specific components. Architectural components include models of the components which are included in real NoC implementations: a router, a link, a network interface, a monitor and a core. The core is used to model components which include for instance computational cores, memories and I/O components. The simulation environment is designed for NoC communication infrastructure analysis so the core model includes functionality which is reasonable from the communication point of view.

The simulator specific components do not have physical equivalents but are required in the simulation environment. In real implementations a data packet is an abstract concept but in the simulation environment it is modeled with a standard C++ class. Furthermore, there is terminator components which are used for debugging and misrouting detection during simulation.

5.2 Architectural Components

The architectural components of the NoC simulation environment are implemented with SystemC modules (sc_module) and the communication between them uses standard SystemC ports (sc_port) as well as transaction-level communication defined in TLM 1.0. The components and their connections are presented in Figure 5.1 which represents a 2x2 mesh-shaped NoC. The topology and size of the simulated architecture are fully configurable. The structures of the simulator components are presented below. Each component has operational functions to model the actual run-time behavior, as well as reporting functions to collect the simulation results.

The simulation environment has multiple clocks to control different features. There are four independent clocks to control the network components: a core, a router, a link and a monitor. There are also two slow clocks to control the simulation process: a report clock (report_clk) and a configuration clock (conf_clk). These are used to trigger simulation data collection and simulation parameter reconfiguration during simulation.

5.2.1 Router

A router is a network component which forwards traffic in a network. The task of a router is to direct incoming packets in an appropriate direction. The router has multiple input and output ports through which it is connected to other routers and cores. Structure of a router was presented in Figure 2.1 on page 6. The three main parts of a router are switch, routing logic and arbitration logic. The routing logic controls the switch to
forward incoming packets to correct output ports and the arbitration logic decides in which order the incoming packets are forwarded.

The router model is designed for mesh networks and so it has five ports, four for traffic to and from the neighboring routers and one for traffic to and from the local core. The number of ports can be modified. There is a FIFO (first-in-first-out) buffer in each input port and a centralized reroute FIFO for packets which cannot be routed at the first attempt but can be rerouted later. There is also input FIFO buffers for special packets: monitoring packets and mapping packets. These special FIFO buffers have implemented to enable packet type prioritization. If the routing fails constantly the packet is dropped, which means that it is removed from the network and not delivered to its destination. The router should notify the sender when dropping a packet. However, the reporting feature is not implemented in this simulation environment. The packet dropping typically happens in severe situations where routing is inhibited due to permanently faulty network resources making a destination unreachable. Sizes of the FIFO buffers are customizable as well as the packet lifetime before dropping.
The router model includes several different routing algorithms. The used algorithm can be chosen with the simulation parameters. The implemented routing algorithms have been discussed in Section 4.4.

To enable traffic monitoring there is a traffic monitoring probe whose functionality is implemented partly in router and monitor components. This probe measures the fill rate of router FIFOs real time, scales the measured value to the used scale and delivers this scaled value to the local monitor which is optionally attached to the router.

The routing algorithm is defined in the router module in the function `route_packet`. The current implementation utilizes a dimension order routing algorithm which is able to customize the routing based on the networks status information and link statuses.

The input and output ports for packets are named as `target_port#` and `initiator_port#` respectively. For monitoring purposes there is `initiator_port_m` and `target_port_m` to move monitoring packets between the router and the local monitor. Input ports `link_status#` and `min#` are used to transfer neighbor link and router status data from the local monitor to the router. The traffic status of the local router is moved to the local monitor through output port `mout#`. Functions of the router component are presented below. The functions, other than the report functions, and their relationships are represented in Figure 5.2.

**Figure 5.2: Structure of a router including the functions other than the report functions.**

write Write function is executed when a packet is sent to the router through one of the `target_port`. The router identifies the type of the packet. If the packet is a monitoring or a mapping packet, it is stored to the corresponding FIFO. Otherwise the packet is stored in the input FIFO of the port from where the packet arrived. If the corresponding FIFO in any case is fully occupied, the router rejects the incoming packet and the sender can try to send it to some other router or resend the packet to the current router later on.

In the system with distributed monitoring, there is a special feature for the monitoring packets. Incoming monitoring packets are forwarded straight to the local monitor.
Figure 5.3: Productive routing directions. Letters N, S, E and W denote directions north, south, east and west, correspondingly.

and the packets, sent by the local monitor, are automatically sent to all neighbor routers.

route\_arb Routing arbitration function is sensitive to the router clock. The function takes packets from the FIFOs and calls the route\_packet function to route packets forward. If the routing was successful, the function would remove the packet from the FIFO and increases the processed variable. If the routing failed, the function puts the packet in the reroute FIFO or if the packet has reached the maximum lifetime (defined with variable lifetime) the packet is dropped and the variable dropped is incremented by one. The arbitration algorithm goes through the FIFOs one after another so that every FIFO has equal opportunities to get the packets routed forward.

The usage of separate FIFOs for mapping and monitoring packets makes possible to prioritize these packets over data packets. Reroute FIFO is also prioritized over input port FIFOs when the reroute FIFO is fully occupied. This is done to prevent the blockage of the router. The simulation environment is configured so that the FIFOs are prioritized in the following order: 1) monitoring packet FIFO, 2) mapping packet FIFO, 3) reroute FIFO, 4) input port FIFOs.

route\_packet The route\_packet function does the routing decision and tries to send the packet to this direction. After the routing the function returns the result of the routing procedure, which are 1) routing succeeded, 2) routing failed, reroute packet and 3) routing failed, drop packet. Other results are marks of errors.

In the first phase the function determines the productive directions in x- and y-dimension, which means the direction which leads towards the destination. The routing algorithm can be also configured to use non-productive directions in problematic situations.
In the second phase the function defines the routing direction. There is nine possible directions: local, north, north-east, east, south-east, south, south-west, west and north-west (see Figure 5.3). The intermediate direction (north-east, south-east, etc.) can be reached through two output ports, in these cases north or east, and south or east, respectively, as shown in Figure 5.4.

In the third phase, the algorithm compares the traffic and link statuses and tries to send the packet in the direction which it finds the best of the alternatives. The direction options are presented in Figure 5.4. Several routing algorithms have been implemented which are all based on the basic dimension order routing. The algorithm is selected using variable algo. The implemented algorithms include versions of minimal and non-minimal dimension order routing. [14]

do_status The do_status function calculates the current status of the router. The status is based on the number of packets on the rerouting FIFO, router fifo, but can be configured to take the other FIFOs in the account too. The status is scaled to the used status granularity scale. The status data granularity is discussed in Section 6.3.1. The current status of a router is calculated using equation

\[ \text{Status}_{\text{router}} = \text{Fifo}_{\text{occ}} \frac{\text{Granularity}}{\text{Fifo}_{\text{max}}} \]  

where \( \text{Fifo}_{\text{occ}} \) is the current number of packets in the FIFO buffer or buffers, \( \text{Granularity} \) is the used status data granularity and \( \text{Fifo}_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum number of packets which can be stored to the measured FIFO buffers. This status is sent to the monitor through...
reset A reset function is implemented to enable the possibility to reset a router during a simulation. The reset function empties the FIFO buffers.

**Reporting Functions** Report functions `get_processed` and `get_dropped` are used to collect statistical data in the end of a simulation. The functions return the total numbers of processed and dropped packets during a simulation, respectively. There is also a FIFO related reporting function `get_fifosize` which returns the number of the packets which are stored to the `router_fifo` at that moment.

### 5.2.2 Network Interface

A network interface (NI) is an interface between a core and a router. The purpose of a network interface is to wrap the data in packets before sending the data to the network and unwrap the data from received packets before delivering the data to the local core.

Due to lack of fully functional cores the NI of the simulation environment has only the necessary functionality implemented. The component has a `write` function which is executed when a packet is sent to the NI and it directs the packet to the core or to the network. At this point, the simulator does not include specific network interface features but the NIs are combinations of two modules which move the packets to and from the cores. The packet wrapping and unwrapping features can be later added to the NI if fully functional cores are used.

### 5.2.3 Link

The model of a link in the NoC simulation environment is unidirectional. Links are used in bunches of two in between two routers, one in each direction. The link is a simple component which forwards the incoming packets. A link can be individually set in unusable or faulty state to disable it temporarily or model faults in the network. Unusable and faulty states are similar from the functional point of view. In both states the link is disabled and the data are not transferred through the link. A link has a variable `direction` which shows the direction of a link in the network. When a packet arrives at a link the link calls packet function `set_sourcedir` with its own direction as a parameter. The direction of the previous link on the journey of a packet is stored to a packet to be able to prevent U-turns in routing. The functions and their relationships of a link are represented in Figure 5.5.

write Packets are sent to a link by calling the write function. The function stores incoming packets to a FIFO buffer `link_fifo` which is of type `queue`. The size of the FIFO buffer is parametrized and can be adjusted with the simulation parameters.
send_packet  A packet sending function is sensitive to the positive clock edge of the link clock and sends a packet from the link_fifo once in a clock cycle to the next router. The delay of a link can be adjusted with the link clock.

Usability and Faultiness Functions  A link can be set in faulty or unusable state when it cannot be used for data transfer. The link has an built-in model of a link usability monitor so that the usability of the link can be read from port link_status. The link has functions set_faulty, set_faultless, set_unusable and set_usable to modify usability and faultiness. Usability and faultiness are modeled separately so that a link can be set in unusable state temporarily while the faulty state is permanent. When a link is faulty it is always also unusable, but a link can be unusable without being faulty. This has been implemented to be able to separate temporary and permanent unusability. There is also functions is_usable and is_faulty which return the status of the link.

reset  The reset function is sensitive to the configuration clock (conf_clk). The function clears the link_fifo and puts the link to the usable and faultless state.

5.2.4 Core

Cores are used to model computational cores and memories which are connected to the network through network interfaces and routers. A core sends packets to and receives packets from the network. Computational features are not modeled in this simulation environment but the cores are used to generate traffic which imitates real traffic schemes on a Network-on-Chip. The computational load of a core is modeled using core load status values baseload and additionalload. The computational status of a core is calculated using equation

\[ \text{CoreLoad} = \text{BaseLoad} + \text{AdditionalLoad}. \]  

(5.2)
The base load models static load while additional load can be changed during the simulation. The core load is utilized especially when task mapping features are simulated. The load values are set using functions set\_baseload and set\_additionalload. A function process\_load calculates the total core load from the base load and additional load values. A process do\_status calculates the current core status using equation

\[ \text{CoreStatus} = \text{CoreCapacity} - \text{CoreLoad}. \]

Core capacity is the maximum capacity of a core. In this context it is an abstract concept which is related to the core load. The core status is delivered to a monitor component for monitoring purposes especially for task mapping. The functions, other than the report functions, and their relationships are represented in Figure 5.6. A core has three different modes to send packets. In the first mode a core sends a data packet to a randomly chosen destination once in a period which is defined with a parameter interval. The interval is run-time reconfigurable using function set\_interval. In the second mode a core sends multiple packets to a receiving core. The receiver is chosen randomly and packets are sent to the receiver once in an interval during specific time. The receiver core is selected randomly once in a reconfiguration clock cycle. The two first modes can be used together so that a function sendctrl randomly chooses which mode is used. The third mode is related to the core load modeling. A packet is sent once in an interval similarly as in the first mode. However, the used interval is based on the current core load value. The receiver core, which in here is called as a slave core, is set using function set\_slave. If the third mode is used, the slave core replies to every packet sending the packet back to the original sender. The remaining functions of the core component are presented below.

generate\_traffic Generate traffic function is used to generate destination addresses for packets which are sent to the network. Variable traffic\_pattern defines which traffic pattern is used. The different traffic patterns are presented in Section 5.4.3.
Run function controls the operation of the core module. The function is sensitive to a positive edge of the core clock. The function generates packets, and depending on the used mode, defines the destination addresses and sends packets to the network.

Write function is executed when packets are written from the network to the core. The function puts the received packet to a received_packets vector, increases the counters of received packets, latency and hops, rec_count, total_latency, total_hops.

Report Functions The core component has several report functions. get_hops() returns a sum of hop counts of all the received packets in a core. Hop count is the number of routers which a packet goes through during its route from a sender to a receiver. get_latency() returns the sum of transfer latencies of all the received packets. get_rec_count() returns the number of received packets in a core so the average hop count and latency values can be calculated the results from get_hops() and get_latency() by dividing them with the result from function get_latency(). A function get_tried returns the number of packets which have been tried to send from the core. However, if the network is highly congested the sending could not be possible, the actual number of sent packets is returned by function get_sent. The core also has a function get_load which returns the current core load of the core. reset_counters function resets all the statistic values and packet counters.

Mapping Functions The core component includes functions to model task mapping process which is presented later in Chapter 7. do_mapping function is used to initialize task mapping process. It calls send_mapping_packet function with desired parameters, generates a mapping packet and sends it to a currently best core in the known neighborhood. The best neighbor is defined by the monitor component. When a mapping packet is received at a core a function receive_mapping_packet is executed. The function does a mapping decision, and depending on the decision, calls functions set_additionalload, send_mapping_packet or return_mapping_packet. The return_mapping_packet function sends the mapping packet back to the original initiator of the mapping process.

5.2.5 Monitor

The monitors are used to observe the functionality and status of the system. The monitor component in our NoC simulation environment includes both a probe to collect the monitoring data as well as the actual monitor to process the collected data. The monitor component can be also configured to act only as a probe or a monitor. This is useful for instance when analyzing centralized monitoring structures [55]. The monitors communicate with each other using shared or dedicated resources. The NoC simulation environment includes both implementations. When shared resources are used, the monitors send packets in the data network. When dedicated resources are used the resources
for the monitoring network are typically limited. Therefore, the serial communication is utilized. The dedicated resources are not separately implemented in the simulation model but their functionality is modeled using the existing models of links and routers. When the monitoring traffic is switched to serial mode the routers handle the monitoring packets so that they do not interfere with the data packets and the utilization of the monitoring data are delayed with time corresponding the delay of corresponding serial transfer of the data.

Monitor components have input ports for collected status data and outputs to deliver the data to the local router and core. A monitor component has four \texttt{lstin}\# ports, an \texttt{in0} port and a \texttt{core}\texttt{.in0} port for probed data from links towards other routers, a local router and a local core, respectively. The input ports also include a \texttt{target}\texttt{.port} which can receive monitoring packets which include network status information. Output ports \texttt{out}\#, \texttt{lstout}\# and \texttt{core}\texttt{.out}\# are used to deliver neighbor router, link and core status information to the local router. The indexes of the neighbor routers are presented in Figure 5.7 while the indexes of different output directions were presented in Figure 5.4 on page 52.

In the NoC simulation environment there is a monitor component attached to every router regardless of the used monitoring structure (see Section 3.2). In distributed monitoring every monitor has similar functionality while in clustered and centralized structures there are few cluster monitors or a central monitor, respectively, while other monitors simply store the received monitoring information to be used by the local router. In these cases the monitoring components can be configured to work as monitor, probe or both.

The collected status data are stored in arrays. The link statuses are stored in an array \texttt{linkstatus} and the network status data in arrays \texttt{status\_i} and \texttt{status\_o}. Received statuses are stored to \texttt{status\_i} array. The monitor can do some processing and store the
processed values to the status_o array before they are utilized to optimize the routing in the local router. There are also arrays corestatus_i and corestatus_o, for the core load values. The variable m_counter is used to adjust the monitoring packet send interval. The functionality of monitor components for different monitoring structures are presented below. The simulation environment includes three separate models of monitors to be used in distributed, centralized and clustered monitoring structures. The core load monitoring features are implemented only in the distributed monitor component. The functions of a monitor component, other than the report functions, and their relationships are represented in Figure 5.8.

**Distributed Monitor**

In a distributed monitoring structure a monitor is connected to every router in the network and all the monitors have similar functionality including both monitor and probe features. A distributed monitor receives link and traffic status information from the local router and core load information from the local core. It provides the collected information to the neighbor monitors. That way the information spreads over the network.

**write** A write function is executed when a neighbor monitor sends a monitor packet to the monitor. The function reads the data from the packet and stores data to the status_i, corestatus_i and linkstatus arrays.

**update** An update function reads the statuses of the local router and core to the arrays status_i and corestatus_i. The function also calculates processed status data from the status_i and corestatus_i values and stores them to the arrays status_o and corestatus_o. The status data processing is done following the guidelines of an utilized status data processing algorithm. The algorithm can, for instance, calculate a status value of a component as a weighted average of the component's own and its neighbors' statuses. These status values are written to the output ports out# and coreout#. The update function also writes the link status values from the linkstatus array to lstout# ports. These values are not processed.
A `send_mpacket` function generates a monitoring packet once in a status data update interval. The length of the interval can be defined as a static duration with the variable `m_counter`. The length of the interval can be also based on the variation in the status values. The current status value is compared to the previous status value and to a threshold value. This threshold defines the required difference between current and previous status until a new monitoring packet is generated and sent. The status update intervals are discussed later in Section 6.1. The `send_mpacket` function stores the neighbor status data and link status data to the packet and sends it to the router which sends it to all its neighbors.

**Report Functions**  The report functions of a monitor component include `get_sentmpackets` and `reset_counters`. Former function returns the number of sent monitoring packets and the latter function resets the monitoring packet counter.

**Central Monitor**

The central monitor module is used in centralized monitoring structures. There is one central monitor in the system where the statuses of all the links and routers are stored. Monitors, which are attached to each router in the network, operate as probes. These probes send their local router’s status to the central monitor which processes the collected information and delivers it to the other routers. Simple probe modules send, receive and store the monitoring data at the routers but do not do any processing. In the simulation environment the central monitor and the probes are modeled using the same monitor component which is configured for different tasks. This operation mode is selected using variable `textttmode` (0: local monitor, 1: central monitor). The address of the central monitor is stored to variable `m_addr` in every probe. This is required when sending observed status data to the central monitor.

**update**  In the local monitors working as probes the `update` function reads the current statuses from local network components so that they can be sent to the central monitor. In the central monitor mode this function also does the status data processing. It reads the received raw status data values from the `status_i` array, does the status data processing and stores the processed values to the `status_o` array. The status data processing is based on the utilized monitoring algorithm. In both modes the function also writes the network and link status data from the arrays to the output ports `out#` and `lstout#`.

**send_mpacket**  In the local monitor mode the `send_mpacket` generates a monitoring packet and stores the traffic status of the local router and the statuses of the outgoing links to the packet and sends it to the central monitor. In the central monitor mode this function sends a monitoring packet to a router and its local monitor one after another. After the sending the function calculates the address of the next router and uses this address during the following cycle. During every cycle the function takes the
corresponding network and link status values from the arrays and does the required calculations before storing them to a packet which is sent to a router.

The functionalities of the write and the report functions are identical to the corresponding functions in a distributed monitor.

Cluster Monitor

The cluster monitor is used in clustered monitoring structures. There is a cluster monitor in every cluster and simple monitors attached to all the other routers to send, receive and store network information. The simple monitors operate as probes. They send the statuses from the routers to the cluster monitors which store them, exchange the information with other cluster monitors and deliver the data to the simple monitors in its own cluster.

A variable m_addr defines the address of the cluster monitor while variables nm# are used to store the addresses of the cluster monitors of the neighboring clusters. sendingmode variable defines if the monitor is 1) sending monitoring data to the routers in its own cluster or 2) sending monitoring data to the cluster monitors of the neighboring clusters.

update In a local monitor the update function reads the status values from local components so that they can be sent to the cluster monitor. In the cluster monitor the update function works similarly as in the central monitor. When defining the statuses of routers on the borders of the clusters the algorithm takes into account the status of the neighbor cluster behind the border. The update function also takes care of putting status data to the output ports out# and lstdout# so that they can be read and utilized by other local components.

write When a monitoring packet is sent to a cluster monitor the write function is executed and the network and link status data are written from the packet to the corresponding variables and arrays in the monitor. The status values of the neighboring clusters are also stored to the status_i array.

send_mpacket The send_mpacket function in a cluster monitor has five different sending modes (defined with variable sendingmode). Mode 1 is for sending monitoring packets to the routers in its own cluster. Modes 2-5 are for sending monitoring packets to the cluster monitors in the neighboring clusters in west, north, east and south. In mode 1 the cluster monitor operates similarly as a centralized monitor. In a simple local monitor the send_mpacket function sends the router status and the nearest link statuses to the cluster monitor.
5.3 Simulator Components

Simulator components in the simulation environment are not actually implemented on real Network-on-Chip realizations but necessary to model the system on a simulation environment. They can be abstract concepts or components which are implemented for debugging and monitoring the simulation environment.

5.3.1 Packet

In real implementations a packet is a concept how the data have been structured when it is transferred in a network. In the simulation environment a packet is a simple C++ class which represents the data packets that are moved in the network. Main information stored in a packet includes source and destination addresses and data payload. This information is stored in variables source and dest, and data# arrays, respectively. There is also a variable packet_type, which indicates the type of the packet. The type can be data packet (0), monitoring packet (1), reply packet (2) or mapping packet (3). The reply packets are used when the traffic pattern utilizes automatic replying to received packets. The packet type can be read using function get_type.

Initialization The initialization function initialize is executed when a packet is created. The function sets the current time as the send time of the packet (variable sendtime) and resets the hop count calculator. The hop count calculator counts the transfer distance of a packet and it is incremented every time the packet is routed by calling function add_hop.

Address Functions Functions get_source and get_dest return the addresses of the sender and destination of the packet respectively. Every time a packet goes through a link the link sets its direction using function set_sourcedir (possible directions: towards north, south, east, or west). A router can read this value using function get_sourcedir when it needs to know from which direction a packet has arrived to a router.

Data Functions The packet can have several arrays which are used to store data (data#). These vectors can be written and read using functions set_data# and get_data#.

Mapping Functions When a packet is used as a mapping packet, there are specific variables including variables for caused load, mapper’s address and id, and mapping distance. The caused_load variable represents the size of task which is mapped with the mapping packet. The unit of the task size is left undefined at this point. Mapping distance is the distance in hops from the original mapper. A packet includes functions to read and manipulate these values.
Report Functions  When a packet arrives at its destination the receiver calls function `set_rectime`. This function sets the current time as a receiving time of the packet. The time of sending and receiving of a packet can be read using functions `get_sendtime`, `get_rectime`. There is also function to read the total latency of a packet, `get_latency`. To read the total hop count of a packet, there is a function `get_hopcount`.

5.3.2 Terminator

A terminator is a component which is implemented only for debug purposes. Terminators are connected to the output ports of the routers on the borders of the network so that packets which are going outside of the network end to the terminator components. The terminator is not implemented to real NoC implementations but it can be used detect misrouted packets in the borders of the network.

5.4 Simulator Functionality

The simulation flow starts from NoC architecture configuration. The simulated Network-on-Chip is structured from separate components which are connected together. The components are configured with desired parameters and the simulation is started. After the simulation is finished the simulation environment executes result collection functions and the results are stored for analysis.

The architecture of an NoC is defined in top level class `noc`. It includes representation of the NoC architecture, its components and how they are connected. The `noc` class is controlled through a `main` class. All the simulation parameters are defined in the `main` class.

5.4.1 Architecture

The `noc` class generates vectors where the components of the NoC are stored. The components and the NoC itself are C++ objects. The NoC class connects its components to each other. At this time the simulation environment includes only the mesh topology but the implementation of other topologies is not limited.

The NoC class has functions to generate errors to the system, to control task mapping simulations and to collect results from the components. For the cases when a static packet sending interval is used, there is a function `set_interval` which is sensitive to the report clock and changes the packet interval based on an interval plan which defines the intervals used in different phases of the simulation.

`generate_errors`  This function generates link faults to the system in random locations. The function puts the chosen links in faulty state so that they are not usable. The randomization can be overridden so that the faults can be put to certain locations without randomization. The number of errors is defined with the variable `e` in the NoC parameters. The function is sensitive to the reconfiguration clock (`conf_clk`). Each
time the `generate_errors` function is executed it resets the links and randomizes new locations for the link faults in the system.

**mapping_control**  This function initiates task mapping process during a simulation. The function is sensitive to the router clock and the designer can choose at which clock cycle a task mapping process is initiated. Two parameters in the process are 1) the address of the mapper core and 2) the size of the task.

**Reporting Functions**  The NoC class includes the reporting functions to return key figures as total latency, average latency, processed and received packets, packets tried to sent, packets actually sent, sent monitoring packets, total hop count, average hop count and dropped packets. The statistics are printed out using functions `init_report` and `report`. `init_report` is called from inside the `report` and it calls the report functions of the components. The initialization function collects the results from the NoC components and the report function prints them out or saves in a file.

### 5.4.2 Top Level Control

The top level control of the simulation environment is implemented in `main` class which is a mandatory part of every C++ implementation. The class has all the simulation parameters as variables and uses these when creating NoC objects from the `noc` class. The `main` class includes a loop where multiple NoCs can be generated with varying parameters. The top level class initiates the simulation and when it has been completed, collects overall results from the simulated system.

### 5.4.3 Traffic Pattern

The traffic on a simulated NoC can be based on core load values or a traffic pattern. The NoC simulation environment has three traffic patterns which are based on randomization. The simplest pattern is a fully random traffic pattern which randomizes the packet destinations among all the cores in the network. A new destination is randomized for every sent packet. A weighted random traffic pattern is adjusted so that a one third of traffic is between neighboring cores, another third between neighbor’s neighbors and the last part between all the other cores in the network. This pattern roughly imitates a traffic pattern in a real NoC implementation where most of the traffic takes place between cores near each other.

The third implemented traffic pattern is a two-level pattern which includes uniform random traffic and varying hot spots each of which sends a relatively large number of packets to a single receiver during a certain time interval. A relatively small number of cores operate as hot spots simultaneously and send packets to a statically chosen receiver cores. At the same time, other cores are sending relatively smaller amount of traffic to random destinations. This two-level traffic pattern imitates real applications where most of the traffic takes place between certain cores at a time. It is aimed for even
more realistic performance simulations. The traffic management simulations, presented in this thesis, are done using this two-level traffic pattern.

5.4.4 Fault Injection

During simulation the network links can be set faulty. In Network-on-Chip simulations the fault information can be simplified by using only the information on faulty links and representing other faulty components by marking the links around these components to be faulty. In the simulation environment the number of faults is defined by the user and the simulator places the faults randomly in the network. The simulation is executed several times with different fault patterns and the results are averaged from the original simulation results. This procedure gives overall insight of the operation of the system when parts of the network are faulty.

5.4.5 Task Mapping

To enable run-time task mapping the simulation model of a monitoring packet was improved to contain required core load status information and a counter for mapping decision attempts. The simulation environment is able to report the load of separate cores in any report point (defined by the report clock) during the simulation. It also reports the successful task mapping including the IDs of the mapping initiator, assignee and the number of performed mapping decision attempts.

The simulation environment makes it possible to adjust initial mapping schemes, simulate task mappings and collect results concerning the task mapping processes. Simulation reports include detailed descriptions of each mapping initialization, decision attempt and executed mappings. The details include identifiers of the original mapper and the core where the mapping decision attempt has been carried out. Number of decision attempts is also presented. The simulation environment is able to illustrate how the core load is distributed over the system.

5.5 Summary

The SystemC based Network-on-Chip simulation environment was presented in this chapter. The simulation environment includes models of different NoC components and it can be configured to simulate features of distinct NoC architectures.

In the following chapters the simulation environment is utilized to model an NoC with the presented DCM structure (see Chapter 4). In Chapter 6 the simulation environment is used to model task management features of the DCM structure while in Chapter 7 a case study concerning distributed lightweight task mapping is examined.

The simulation environment is implemented modularly so that in future works it can be utilized to model Network-on-Chip architectures with new and varying features comprehensively.
Chapter 6

Traffic Management

The dynamically clustered Network-on-Chip monitoring structure, which was presented in Chapter 4, is mainly targeted and designed for traffic management purposes. Traffic management aims to balance the utilization of network resources so that maximum performance can be achieved. Essentially, traffic management tries to avoid the development of highly loaded traffic hot spots in the network. Traffic management should also keep the network functioning even though if there are some faulty components. Traffic management related issues are studied in this chapter.

The results presented in this chapter are based on simulations which were carried out using the simulation environment presented in Chapter 5. Exception to this is the basic analysis of network status data diffusion in the beginning of Section 6.2 (Figure 6.6 on page 75) which is based on conceptual analysis and is carried out similarly as the analysis presented in Chapter 4.

6.1 Status Update Interval

A status update interval defines how often or in which circumstances a monitor sends the updated status data to its neighbors. There are two different approaches: static and dynamic. When a static update interval is used every monitor sends the updated status data to its neighbors after a certain time interval regardless of the changes in the data after the previous update. The only parameter in the static update is the time between the updates ($Interval_{Static}$). The unit the interval is the minimum time between two sent packets from one source. The time interval parameter should be adjusted in a way that the network components have up to date status information but the update traffic does not strain the communication resources too much.

A dynamic update interval is based on the variation of the status values. The monitor sends the up to date status values to the neighbors when the difference between current and previous values is more than a pre-defined update threshold ($Threshold_{Dynamic}$). The unit of the threshold is the same as the unit of the network status values. This threshold is the essential parameter of the dynamic update which is adjusted corre-
spondingly as the time interval parameter in the static update procedure. Static and
dynamic status update intervals have certain weaknesses. When the network status is
changing rapidly, the static status update misses a fraction of the changes. Surely it can
be configured to be short enough to detect every change but then it would cause futile
overhead during changeless periods. However, after a predefined time interval the status
data will be exactly up-to-date for a moment. The weaknesses of the dynamic status
update interval are opposite to that of the static update interval. When the network
status is changing slowly, the status values can be slightly out of date for a relatively
long time before the status value variation reaches the update threshold and will be
updated.

The weaknesses can be compensated by combining these two procedures to an enhanced dynamic status update interval. This interval type has two parameters which
are familiar from the static and dynamic intervals: time interval (Interval\textsubscript{Enhanced}) and
threshold (Threshold\textsubscript{Enhanced}). This method works similarly as the dynamic status up-
date interval but there is also a time interval parameter which defines the maximum
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Figure 6.1: Throughput with different status update interval procedures and identical traffic pattern. No faults. \(\text{Interval}_{\text{Static}} = 23\), \(\text{Threshold}_{\text{Dynamic}} = 3\),
\(\text{Interval}_{\text{Enhanced}} = 50\), \(\text{Threshold}_{\text{Enhanced}} = 5\)
time between two status updates regardless of the variation of these values. When the 
enhanced dynamic status update interval is used, larger threshold and time interval pa-
rameters can be applied than in static or a dynamic update interval. This can be used 
to decrease the number of monitoring packets while performance is improved.

6.1.1 Status Update Interval Analysis

The influence of the different status update intervals on the network throughput were 
compared. Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 present the throughput of a 64-router NoC with 
static, dynamic and enhanced dynamic status update interval protocols in faultless net-
work and when 10% of links in the network are faulty, respectively. The throughput of 
a corresponding NoC without monitoring and routing adaptivity is also presented. The 
update interval parameters are adjusted so that the numbers of sent monitoring packets 
during the simulations are at the same range with each other. Status data granularity 
is 32 which means that the network status values are in range of 0–31.

![Throughput, 10% of links faulty](image_url)

Figure 6.2: Throughput with different status update interval procedures and identical 
traffic pattern. 10% of the links are faulty. $Interval_{Static} = 23$, $Threshold_{Dynamic} = 3$, 
$Interval_{Enhanced} = 50$, $Threshold_{Enhanced} = 5$
The obtained performance values with different status update intervals were compared in a point where the throughput has been saturated. The point, where 60% of the maximum capacity of packets were sent during a routing cycle, was used for the measurements. As can be seen in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2, the dynamic and enhanced dynamic update intervals improve network performance significantly while the improvement with the static status update interval is slightly lower. In a faultless network the static interval causes 21% improvement when compared to a system without any monitoring. At the same time the dynamic and the enhanced update intervals reach 29% performance improvement. In a faulty network the throughput increase of 70% has been reached using the dynamic and the enhanced dynamic status update intervals. The corresponding performance improvement with the static update interval is 63%. These proposed methods make it possible to gain major improvements in the overall performance especially when parts of the network resources are faulty or unusable. When the results from the faultless and the faulty network are compared, one can note that in the system without monitoring the performance drops 40% when faults are added to the network. The corresponding drop when monitoring with static update interval is used

![Sent monitoring packets, no faults](image)

**Figure 6.3:** Number of sent monitoring packets. No faults. \(\text{Interval}_{\text{Static}} = 23, \text{Threshold}_{\text{Dynamic}} = 3, \text{Interval}_{\text{Enhanced}} = 50, \text{Threshold}_{\text{Enhanced}} = 5\)
is 20% and with dynamic or enhanced update interval 21%.

The numbers of sent monitoring packets in these faultless and faulty networks are illustrated in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4. As can be noted the number of packets increases with the amount of traffic when dynamic or enhanced dynamic update intervals are used.

The number of monitoring packets is high related to the number of data packets. However, each monitoring packet has the hop count (the distance the packet is transferred in a network) of 1 and they do not require routing decisions but only a simple routing packet recognition when they are moved in the network. Thus, the amount of monitoring packets is negligible in comparison with the obtained performance improvement. One should also note that the number of monitoring packets in a highly loaded network with the enhanced dynamic status update interval is smaller than with the dynamic status update interval although the throughput is equal. This difference implies lower energy consumption in a highly loaded system when the enhanced status update interval is utilized and also shows that the enhanced interval works well even though it uses less communication resources in a highly loaded network.
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Figure 6.4: Number of sent monitoring packets. 10% of the links are faulty. $Interval_{Static} = 23$, $Threshold_{Dynamic} = 3$, $Interval_{Enhanced} = 50$, $Threshold_{Enhanced} = 5$
Table 6.1: Status update implementation complexity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Static</th>
<th>Dynamic</th>
<th>Enhanced dynamic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cells</strong></td>
<td>99</td>
<td>461</td>
<td>581 (+366%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Area</strong></td>
<td>1362 µm²</td>
<td>3780 µm²</td>
<td>5081 µm² (+487%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6.1.2 Cost of Implementations

The complexities of the different status update interval implementations were analyzed using VHDL models. The status update interval control units were modeled with static, dynamic and enhanced dynamic mechanisms. These VHDL models were synthesized to 90 nm technology and the results are presented in Table 6.1. The modeled part is just a small piece of a monitor and a very small part of the whole system which means that the presented size differences may not be prominent. However, in some implementations a designer could choose a dynamic status update interval to do a compromise between complexity and performance.

The cost of a monitoring system implementation is related to the number and size of required probes and monitor logic and registers in the monitors. In every system, there is at least one probe for each router and registers for their own and their neighbors’ statuses. The number of registers in a router is not related to the used monitoring structure so they are not taken into account in this analysis. The probes in the distributed monitoring system are simpler than in the clustered and centralized versions because they do not have to communicate over the network with the monitoring unit. The simple probes could be used also in clustered and centralized systems if there are dedicated communication resources between the probes and the monitors, and if the probe is connected to the router to which the monitor is attached. Furthermore, monitors in distributed systems are simpler because they handle smaller amounts of data.

A monitor in a centralized structure needs registers to store the statuses of all the routers in the network. In clustered systems there have to be registers in monitors to store the statuses of the routers in a local cluster and the overall statuses of the neighboring clusters. A monitoring unit of the distributed monitoring system requires registers for the status of the local router and the statuses of the neighbors. In clustered and distributed systems the number of neighbor statuses to be stored is defined during the design process. Here we assume that the statuses of 12 neighbors are stored (the closest neighbors and their neighbors). If the routing algorithm uses raw (i.e. unprocessed) neighbor status data, a monitor in distributed and clustered structures may use these data from the router’s memory and that way the amount of required registers in monitors is decreased.

A cost comparison is presented in Table 6.2. Autonomous probes are probes which can communicate with a monitoring unit over the NoC while simple probes are directly
Table 6.2: Monitoring system cost comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Distributed</th>
<th>Clustered</th>
<th>Centralized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Autonomous probes</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$n - \lceil n/m \rceil$</td>
<td>$n - 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple probes</td>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>$\lceil n/m \rceil$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cluster monitors</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>$\lceil n/m \rceil$</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple monitors</td>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registers in a monitor</td>
<td>$1 \ldots (q + 1)$</td>
<td>$m \ldots (m + q)$</td>
<td>$n$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$n = \text{routers in the network}$

$m = \text{routers in a cluster}$

$q = \text{neighboring monitors/clusters whose overall statuses are stored in a monitor}$

connected to a monitor with dedicated communication resources. Cluster monitors are monitors that take care of several probes and routers. Those are used in centralized and clustered systems while simple monitors, which just take care of a single probe and communicate with their neighboring monitors, are used in distributed monitoring systems. The required amount of memory in the monitors is defined as the number of registers where one register is able to store the status of one router. The number of required registers is listed on the table. The number of registers in distributed and clustered structures depends on how efficiently the registers of the local router can be utilized for the purposes of the monitor.

Exact cost comparison is impossible without circuit implementations but some estimates of the component sizes and especially of their mutual ratios can be made. At first we define the units; the size of a simple probe: $S_P$, and the unit cost for monitors: $S_M$. An autonomous probe is a simple probe with capability to communicate over an NoC. The probe and the communication part of a probe are assumed to be roughly the same size which leads to an assumption that the size of an autonomous probe is $2S_P$. Another assumption is the ratio of the different monitor sizes. The approximated monitor sizes are related to the number of direct connections from a monitor to probes, routers and other monitors. $S_M$ is equivalent to the cost of logic required for one connection, for instance the size of a monitor in the middle of a distributed monitoring system is $6S_M$ because the monitor is connected to a probe, a router and four neighbor monitors. In addition we denote the size of a register with $S_R$.

By using the above assumptions, we can carry out a cost comparison of monitoring systems for an NoC with 100 routers (Table 6.3). Note that there are no assumptions on the relations between units $S_P$, $S_M$ and $S_R$ which means that they are not comparable with each other.

The approximations in Table 6.3 show that the distributed implementation is the least complex in terms of probes. The number of registers depends on the used moni-
Table 6.3: Cost of 100-router NoC with different monitoring structures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Distributed</th>
<th>Centralized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Probes</td>
<td>100SP</td>
<td>199SP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitors</td>
<td>560SM</td>
<td>200SM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registers</td>
<td>100SR...1096SR</td>
<td>100SR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Clustered (4)</th>
<th>Clustered (16)</th>
<th>Clustered (25)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Probes</td>
<td>175SP</td>
<td>191SP</td>
<td>196SP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitors</td>
<td>280SM</td>
<td>224SM</td>
<td>208SM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registers</td>
<td>100SR...284SR</td>
<td>100SR...152SR</td>
<td>100SR...112SR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Size of a cluster in parentheses.

toring algorithm but is at least equal to the number of routers and increases when the size of a cluster decreases. The analysis shows that when using distributed monitoring structure it is strongly recommended to integrate the router and the monitor and share the status registers among them. This can be done also when the cluster size is relatively small and raw monitoring data are stored to the status registers of the routers. In large clusters, the neighbor cluster statuses are stored to the routers far away from the monitor, which makes the register sharing difficult. Table 6.3 also shows that the total cost of monitors decreases when the size of a cluster increases.

It has to be noted that in distributed implementations the computation is done in smaller parts by simple components working at the same speed with the larger monitors. That way the distributed system may reach significantly higher performance because the amount of data to be processed in a monitor is substantially smaller, or they can be optimized for low power consumption and area. Furthermore, the distributed monitoring system can be more fault tolerant because the computation is divided into the small monitoring units and each of them is much less critical in terms of overall system functionality than the larger monitors in clustered and centralized systems.

6.2 Status Data Diffusion

The network status data diffusion defines how far the status of a network component (in our analysis router) spreads in the network. A wider diffusion area makes it possible to react to problems early and avoid routing packets to the worst hot spots or faulty areas.

Network information diffusion in distributed and statically clustered network monitoring is illustrated in Figure 6.5. Diffusion of information in a monitoring system is divided into phases so that a phase consists of traffic information collection inside a
Router under investigation.

Local cluster. Updated at the first update phase.

Neighboring clusters. Updated at the second update phase.

Neighbors of the neighboring clusters. Updated at the third update phase.

Figure 6.5: Diffusion of network status information.
monitoring cluster, information exchange between neighboring clusters and information delivery to the routers in the local cluster. The local cluster is reached during the first phase, neighbor clusters during the second phase and during the third phase the information spreads to the neighbors of the neighboring clusters. Still, it has to be noted that the durations of the update phases are proportional to the cluster size. The figure shows that a larger cluster size makes diffusion coarser because the information reaches one cluster at a time.

As Figure 6.5 shows, the shape of the monitoring cluster should be the same as the shape of the whole network. This guarantees that the data spread evenly over the network and approaches each side of the network with the same rate. If the cluster size is two, for example, the data diffuse to the other dimension with half the rate. The area or the number of routers where the network status data diffuse during a certain time frame is represented with equation

\[ D_{area} = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{when } p = 0, \\
C_{size} & \text{when } p = 1, \\
C_{size} + \sum_{i=2}^{p} 4(i-1)C_{size} & \text{when } p > 1 
\end{cases} \]  

(6.1)

where \( p \) is the number of update phases (see Figure 6.5). At the first update phase \((p = 1)\) the information diffuses to the local cluster. During the next phases, the data diffuse to the neighboring clusters of the cluster or clusters which were updated at the previous phase. This additional area increases by the size of four clusters during every phase. This is represented with the sum term. The duration of an update process can be calculated using equation

\[ t = (p - 1)\sqrt{C_{size}} + 4 \left\lfloor \frac{\sqrt{C_{size}}}{2} \right\rfloor \text{ when } p > 0 \]  

(6.2)

where the first term represents the time consumed to move data from one monitor to another while the second term depicts the time used to collect the data from routers and finally to deliver the data to routers on another cluster. The floor function gives the maximum hop count between a router and a monitor in a cluster.

Figure 6.6 shows how fast the information diffuses in the network. The distributed system outperforms other candidates. We can note that the structure with the cluster size of nine is faster than the structure with the cluster size of four. Respectively, the structure with the cluster size of 25 spreads the data faster than the system with the cluster size of 16. This is due to the more optimal structure of the clusters with the sizes of 9 and 25. When \( C_{width} \) and \( C_{height} \) of a cluster are odd numbers the cluster monitor can be placed exactly in the middle of the cluster which minimized the theoretical average hop counts \( H_{avg} \) in a cluster. Figure 6.6 also shows that when a message needs to be delivered to the whole system immediately, the distributed monitoring system accomplishes this with the highest rate. This may be useful if immediate system reconfiguration is required.
Figure 6.6: Diffusion of network status information as a function of time (size of a cluster in parentheses).

There are two factors which affect the status data diffusion: the size of a dynamic cluster and status data processing. The cluster size defines how far the status data diffuse from a router and the amount of neighbor status data a router has. The cluster size has an effect on the quantity of neighbor status data to be transferred in a monitoring packet. If the size of a dynamic cluster is 5, it contains the neighbors of a router and the router itself. In this case it is enough to send only the router’s own status to the neighbors. If the size of a cluster is 13, it also includes the neighbors of the neighbors and then four neighbor statuses should be included in every monitoring packet. In larger dynamic clusters the amount of monitoring data which has to be included in a monitoring packet increases to a level which is not practical. Therefore, we have limited our analysis to the dynamic cluster sizes of 5 and 13.

6.2.1 Additional Status Data Processing

In DCM structure the network traffic status values are based on the load of the routers. When additional status data processing is used, each router status value is based on
the state of the router itself and the state of its neighbors. When the neighbor routers’ status is defined using also its own neighbors, the status data diffuse over the network.

A processed status of a router ($S$), which represents the traffic load in a router and its surroundings, is calculated using Equation 6.3 where $S_x, x \in \{L, N, S, E, W\}$ is the status of a neighboring router in a specific direction (Local router, or a neighbor in North, South, East or West direction).

$$S = \alpha S_L + \frac{1 - \alpha}{4} (S_N + S_S + S_E + S_W)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.3)

where $\alpha$ is a factor which defines which part of the router status is related to its own utilization level. When the status data of twelve neighbors is used the statuses of different routing directions are calculated using for example Equation 6.5 and Equation 6.6, where

$$D_x, x \in \{N, S, E, W, NW, WN, NE, EN, SW, WS, SE, ES\},$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.4)

represents the status of a routing direction and $N_i$ where $1 \leq i \leq C_{size} - 1$ is the status of a neighboring router in a specific index. Other ten statuses are calculated using corresponding equations. The routing directions are represented in Figure 6.7 and the used indexes of the neighbor routers in Figure 6.8.

$$D_N = \beta N_2 + (1 - \beta)N_7$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.5)

$$D_{ES} = \gamma N_3 + \frac{1 - \gamma}{2} (N_9 + N_{10})$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.6)

Figure 6.7: Routing directions. The abbreviations N, S, E and W stand for directions north, south, east and west, correspondingly.
where $\beta$ and $\gamma$ are factors which define at which intensity the status of a neighboring router affects to the status of a direction. Coefficients $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $\gamma$ ($0 \leq \alpha, \beta, \gamma \leq 1$) are here defined experimentally, but can be individually adjusted to avoid or favor routing packets to certain routing directions. $\beta, \gamma = 1$ when the size of a dynamic cluster is four. Therefore, Equation 6.5 and Equation 6.6 are simplified in that case and the complexity of the system is reduced.

### 6.2.2 Status Data Diffusion Analysis

The analysis of network status diffusion is presented in Figure 6.9, Figure 6.10, Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12. The same simulation was executed with two different dynamic cluster sizes without faults and with 10% of network links being faulty. The analysis was not done with larger cluster sizes because the amount of transferred monitoring data then increases to intolerable level, as was described in Section 6.2. If the cluster size is increased another time further the size of it would became 25 and each monitoring packet would include 13 different router statuses. The additional status data processing was used in the cases presented in Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.11. The processing coefficients were experimentally chosen to obtain maximal throughput so that $\alpha = 0.5$, $\beta = 0.6$ and $\gamma = 0.6$. When the additional processing was not utilized (Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.12) the raw monitored status data were used and the statuses of neighbor routers did not have influence on the router status values.

The differences in network performance appear when the throughput has been fully or nearly saturated. The figures show that in a faultless network the performance differences are notable. The proportional differences were measured at the point where 60% (0.6 on the x-axis) of the maximum capacity of packets were sent during a routing cycle. The 60%-point was chosen because it is clearly after the saturation point but still far from
the maximum load.

All the following performance increment percentages are in proportion to the performance of an NoC with similar fault pattern, deterministic routing algorithm and without network monitoring. In a faultless network (see Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10) the performance increase is 19% when status data processing is used, regardless of the monitoring cluster size. Surprisingly, when status data processing is turned off the throughput increases 23% and 21% in systems with monitoring cluster sizes 5 and 13, respectively. Simulations were also executed in faulty networks where 10% of the links are set to unusable state (see Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12). These links were randomly chosen and simulations were run with several different random fault patterns. When status data processing is used, the performance increases are 78% and 74% in networks with cluster sizes 5 and 13, respectively. Without status data processing, the corresponding values are 78% and 72%.

The analysis shows that DCM with small cluster size improves network performance significantly. An especially notable feature is its ability to maintain the network throughput in a faulty network. Without network monitoring, the throughput decreases 41% when 10% of the links become faulty. However, if the presented monitoring is used the decrement is only 11%. Furthermore, the throughput in a faulty network with monitor-

![Figure 6.9: Throughput with different sized clusters ($C_{size}$) without network faults and with additional status data processing.](image)
Figure 6.10: Throughput with different sized clusters ($C_{size}$) without network faults and without additional status data processing.

Figure 6.11: Throughput with different sized clusters ($C_{size}$). 10% of links are faulty and additional status data processing is enabled.
ing is 6% higher than it of a faultless network without monitoring.

A noteworthy observation is that a larger cluster size does not have positive impact on the performance but actually reduces it. This phenomenon can have multiple reasons. One reason for the inefficiency can be that too much data processing leads to inaccurate status data. The network status values are based on the status of the current router as well as the statuses of its neighbor routers. Too much of averaging between the status values equalizes the status values over the network and dissolves the differences between them. Another reason could be the latency in the status data propagation which makes it outdated before it is utilized. The monitored status data are transferred using the shared network resources in the actual data network. Even though the monitoring data are prioritized and passes all the other data in the router buffers, the transfer latency especially between the current router and the neighbors of the neighbors is present. When the traffic pattern in the network is rapidly changing the network with large monitoring cluster size possibly cannot react to the change quick enough. A large cluster could work in networks with more static traffic pattern. However, the need for routing reconfiguration and extensive network monitoring is lower in these kind of systems. Therefore, rapid reacting to change in the traffic pattern is necessary.

The influence of the additional status data processing is small or even non-existent.

![Throughput, 10% of links faulty](image)

Figure 6.12: Throughput with different sized clusters \((C_{size})\). 10% of links are faulty and additional status data processing is disabled.
In a faulty network there is a very small increase in the throughput. However, in a faultless network the impact is even negative. For example, Figure 6.13 shows the difference in throughput in a faulty network with $C_{size} = 5$. As can be seen in this specific comparison the difference is negligible.

The inefficiency of the status data processing may stem from the same factors as that of the large cluster size. The differences between status values dissolve and are not on display so that the routing algorithm could make right decisions.

### 6.3 Format of Network Status Data

The network status data are used to deliver the information of the state of the network and it can be used to different purposes. When the main purpose of use is traffic management the data typically include information concerning network load and faults. Faults are simply denoted using binary values which indicate if a component of the network is usable or faulty. In more complex systems multi-level fault indicators could be considered. The network load is denoted using a scale where different values represent different amounts of load on a network component. In our simulations, the network load
representation is linear. Different scales can be considered in some specific applications.

6.3.1 Granularity of the Router Status Values

The status data granularity defines the resolution of the status data values which is how many different values there are on the scale which is used to represent the load on a network component. The smallest used value indicates that the load of a network component is very low and the highest value represents a high load of the component. The rest of the values indicate component load linearly between the extreme values. An example of the status data granularity was given in Section 4.5. In physical implementations, the status data values are represented as binary numbers which means that finer granularity requires more bits and that way increases the size of monitoring packet payload. The status data granularity impacts on to the amount of the monitoring data to be transferred as well as to the required computational resources in the monitoring components. The granularity should be chosen so that the required data transfer and status data processing resources are adequate in the framework of the NoC implementation in question.

The 64-core NoC has been simulated with different granularity alternatives. 32 was defined to the maximum possible granularity because of the limited size of payload in the monitoring packets. A status value with 32-level granularity can be indicated with 5 bits. When monitoring cluster size is 13 a monitoring packet should include information on router’s status and statuses of its four neighbors. With the granularity of 32, this takes 25 bits which can be considered a realistic amount of data in a monitoring packet. The same data granularity is also used between probes and monitors.

The throughput of a 64-core NoC with diverse status granularity is presented in Figure 6.14, Figure 6.15, Figure 6.16 and Figure 6.17. The simulations were carried out in a faultless network and in a network where 10% of the links were faulty. The results show that in a fully functional network the performance is only slightly improved when granularity is larger than eight. It can be also noted that in a faulty network the granularity should be at least 16. In both cases 4-level granularity leads to significantly lower performance which means 7% decrement in the faultless and 4% in the faulty network compared with the 16-level granularity. This supports the use of at least 16-level granularity. The performance of the system without monitoring is illustrated as a reference.

6.3.2 Combining Router and Link Statuses

Unification of traffic and fault information is a method to simplify monitoring status data. In the original status data format (see Figure 4.8) there is a binary number to represent the traffic load and a bit to indicate the resource faultiness. To decrease the monitoring complexity and the size of monitoring data payload we analyzed two approaches where the monitoring data are combined to hybrid forms. These two hybrid data formats are presented below.
Figure 6.14: Throughput with different traffic status granularity alternatives. $C_{\text{Size}} = 5$ and data processing is enabled. No faults.

Figure 6.15: Throughput with different traffic status granularity alternatives. $C_{\text{Size}} = 5$ and data processing is enabled. 10% of links are faulty.
Figure 6.16: Throughput with different traffic status granularity alternatives. \( C_{\text{Size}} = 13 \) and data processing is enabled. No faults.

Figure 6.17: Throughput with different traffic status granularity alternatives. \( C_{\text{Size}} = 13 \) and data processing is enabled. 10% of links are faulty.
Figure 6.18: Throughput with separate traffic and fault data as well as with the hybrid formats. $C_{Size} = 5$ and data processing is enabled. No faults.

Hybrid Status Data Using Status Values

Traffic status values can be used to indicate faults by defining that the maximum status value does not only indicate high traffic load but also faulty resources. If there is a faulty component in some direction, the traffic status value of that direction is set to its maximum value. In this case the payload of a monitoring packet (see Figure 4.8) is reduced by 4 bits because the fault values are not included. When this format is utilized, the routing algorithm has to be configured to totally avoid the routing directions with maximum traffic values.

Hybrid Status Data Fault Indicator Values

The monitoring data are simplified even further when all the status data are combined to the boolean fault indicator values. In this approach, a routing direction is marked as faulty when there is high traffic load. The status can be restored when the traffic load decreases. This way packets are not routed in highly loaded directions. A drawback in this approach is the loss of knowledge about differences between routing directions with low and medium traffic load. Because the traffic status values are not used, the reduction of the monitoring packet payload is $n$ bits if $C_{Size} = 5$ and $5n$ bits if $C_{Size} = 13$.  
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The monitoring data combination approaches were simulated with the NoC model and the results are presented in Figure 6.18 and Figure 6.19. Obviously, in a faultless network the traffic status based combination works similarly as separate data. When the traffic data have been integrated into the fault statuses, the decrease in throughput is 8%. However, the performance is still 12% better than without monitoring. In a faulty network separated status data are notably the best solution. The traffic data based hybrid format causes 24% performance loss which is even larger with the fault data based format, 40%. Nevertheless, these hybrid formats increase the performance by 36% and 8%, correspondingly, compared with the system without traffic monitoring.

The presented analysis leads to a resolution that both monitoring data classes are necessary in a system where faults are a realistic threat. In less vital applications, the hybrid formats could be a good compromise.

6.4 Serial Monitor Communication

In the DCM structure the monitoring data are transferred in the same network which is used by the original data packets. It is a straightforward solution which minimizes the requirement of additional resources. However, a shared-resource structure is always at
least somewhat intrusive and it consumes the network resources which otherwise could be used by the actual data packets.

An alternative solution to the inter-monitor communication is serial communication which is implemented with dedicated channels. It can be realized with relatively small amount of additional resources. A drawback in the serial communication is the increased transfer delay. However, because the serial communication resources are dedicated to the monitoring communication there can be a non-stop status update without paying attention to update intervals. [56]

Serial monitor communication was simulated with the SystemC based NoC simulation model. Throughput with different status data granularities and serial communication is presented in Figure 6.20 and Figure 6.21. The serial transmitter operates at the same clock frequency as the maximum frequency of the monitoring packet transmitter. However, the latter rarely works on its maximum frequency because of the status update interval conditions.

Essentially serial communication is slower than the earlier discussed parallel, packet based communication and the theoretical delays of the serial communication are even more increased when there is large amount of data to be transferred for example in systems with relatively large monitoring clusters. However, in contrast the serial com-
munication is operating in dedicated communication resources which can be used only to this purpose all the time. This way the status values can be updated actually more often than when the monitoring packets are transferred in the shared resources. Somewhat surprisingly the system with \( C_{\text{Size}} = 13 \) works well also for coarser status granularities when serial communication is utilized. This is a result of a shorter traffic status update interval even though in this case the amount of serially transferred data is quite large. In this case the granularity of 4 clearly stands out. Possibly the granularity of 4 is simply too rough to be used with the data amount of a system with large monitoring clusters. Figure 6.20 shows that when serial communication and small cluster size are used the performance differences are more notable also between granularities 8, 16 and 32. When serial communication is used, in a system with \( C_{\text{Size}} = 5 \) the performance with the granularity of 32 is 11% less than with a corresponding system using monitoring packets. Respectively, the performance of a system with serial communication and the granularity of 4 is 39% better than the performance of a system without monitoring. The corresponding percentages for system with \( C_{\text{Size}} = 13 \) are 6% and 42%.

The serial communication could be a useful option when a designer wants to keep the communication resources of the actual data and the control system separately. The serial approach guarantees that the monitoring communication does not disturb the

Figure 6.21: Throughput with different granularity alternatives using serial communication. 10% of links are faulty and data processing is enabled. \( C_{\text{Size}} = 13 \).
actual data which are transferred in the network. It may be possible to increase the
clock frequency of the serial transmitter from what was used in the presented analysis.
In this case, the performance differences should shrink.

6.5 Reduction of Monitors

The DCM system is based on a structure where there is an identical monitor attached
to each router. These monitors include both monitoring and probing components. One
potential way to reduce monitoring structure complexity is to decrease the number of
monitors systematically by removing every \( n \)th monitor. In this approach there is a
probe attached to every router but a monitor is attached only to a limited number
of routers. This means that there is still complete knowledge of the network state in
the monitors because there are probes attached to every router. Two monitor removal
patterns are illustrated in Figure 6.22. The monitors receive probed data, process it
and deliver it to the local router. The routers, that do not have own monitor, should
utilize a deterministic routing algorithm because they do not have access to the probed
status data from the neighboring routers. An adaptive algorithm is utilized in the
other routers [14]. The simplified deterministic routers forward packets based on a
deterministic routing algorithm. In problematic traffic or fault cases a simplified router
could route packets randomly just directing them to some of its neighbors. In any case
the neighbors of a deterministic router are adaptive routers which can route the packet
forward adaptively.

In addition to performance, the reduction of monitors affects the complexity of the
NoC implementation. Routers which do not have own monitoring component could
have less complex routing logic which decreases the router area. This is due to the
deterministic routing algorithm which substitutes the adaptive routing algorithm in the

![Diagram of monitor removal patterns](image)

Figure 6.22: Two patterns of removed monitors. Removed monitors are marked with X.
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routers which do not have a monitoring component. However, the probing components cannot be simplified because they have still have to offer status data to other monitors.

This approach was analyzed using our SystemC based NoC simulation model and the results are presented in Figure 6.23 and Figure 6.24. The simulation cases were chosen so that the un-monitored routers are placed as evenly as possible in the network. This way we defined four simulation cases where every second, every third, every sixth and every twelfth monitor was removed from the network.

The figure shows that the removal of a monitor, even if it is just every 12th, has notable influence on network throughput and the influence is even more remarkable when there are faults in the network. Removal of every second monitor causes 18% performance decrement in faultless network and 43% in the network with 10% of faulty links. In a faultless network the performance is equal with the performance of a system without traffic monitoring. In a faulty network there is 2% performance increase compared with the unmonitored system. If just every 12th monitor is removed, the performance decreases by 3% and 10%, respectively.

The removal of monitors has positive impact on area and traffic overheads caused by the monitoring system. However, the total area of the monitoring system is almost negligible in comparison with the area of a 64-core NoC. This way the removal of monitors

![Figure 6.23: Throughput with fewer monitors. $C_{size} = 5$ and data processing is enabled. No faults.](image)
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Figure 6.24: Throughput with fewer monitors. $C_{size} = 5$ and data processing is enabled. 10% of links are faulty.

cannot be justified with the reduced complexity when the performance decrement is as large as presented here. In application specific NoCs it could be reasonable to remove monitors from areas where traffic is predictable so that the resources can be sized properly during the design phase and adaptivity is not necessary. However, in our work the focus is on homogeneous general purpose NoCs so the monitors are placed evenly over the network.

6.6 Summary

This chapter discussed and analyzed traffic management related issues in the dynamically clustered distributed NoC monitoring structure. At first, different status data update interval approaches were presented and their impact to overall performance and cost were analyzed. Then, the diffusion of status data was studied and the effects of additional status data processing were analyzed. Format of status data was studied and usage of serial communication between monitors was analyzed. Finally, the effects of reduction of the number of monitors was analyzed.
Chapter 7

Lightweight Task Mapping

Task mapping is an essential part of management of a multiprocessor Network-on-Chip. In conventional processor systems tasks can be assigned statically to processor cores during the design phase of the system. However, when there are tens or hundreds of cores static mapping cannot exploit the full potential of the NoC in terms of flexibility, scalability and performance. A large NoC is able to accommodate a lot of different kind of tasks in various sizes. This capability is strongly limited if mapping has to be carried out once and it cannot be reconfigured run time. An obvious solution to this is dynamic task mapping which customizes task mapping during operation of the system. The goal of task mapping is to find the trade-off between maximal processor utilization and minimum communication resource utilization [74].

The task mapping methods can be roughly categorized in terms of three factors. The first factor is the used system metrics that affect the mapping decisions. These metrics are basically computational load of cores and traffic load of the network. The load metrics show how much there are free computational and communication resources that can be assigned for new tasks. These metrics can be used individually or in conjunction. The second factor is the type of mapping implementation which can be centralized or distributed. In the centralized approach there is a mapping processor which has complete overall knowledge of the status of the system and makes all the mapping decisions. In a distributed approach the mapping process is distributed in several units around the system and it is carried out without centralized control. Finally, the third categorization factor is the type of the mapping itself. The mapping can be static or dynamic. Static mapping is done once and it remains unchanged during the operation of the system. Dynamic mapping has a starting point when the tasks are mapped during the system initialization, but the mapping can change and new tasks may be mapped during run time.

Centralized mapping shares the same strengths and weaknesses as any centralized system. They are relatively easy to implement and control because all the information is collected into one place in the system. It is also good in terms of area overhead because only one mapping processor is required. On the other hand, a centralized mapping is
fragile for faults and causes high monitoring and mapping traffic load especially around
the central controller.

Some characteristics, used in distributed run-time task mapping, are previously pre-

cented in different research articles. A run-time agent-based distributed application
mapping for on-chip communication has been presented in [4]. It is designed for hetero-
geneous multiprocessor systems. The approach presented in [4] uses fixed virtual clusters
and cluster agents which take care of task mapping in a cluster. There are also global
agents which map applications to different clusters.

Communication-aware heuristics for run-time task mapping on NoC-based MPSoC
(multiprocessor System-on-Chip) has been presented in [61]. Four run-time mapping
heuristics have been presented including mapping strategies which map a new task for
example to their nearest neighbor systematically or by choosing the best neighbor avail-
able. The mapping can be also communication-aware in a way that the distance between
two communicating tasks is tried to be minimized.

A decentralized task mapping approach for homogeneous multiprocessor NoCs has
been presented in [74]. The mapping is based on local information on processor workload,
task size, communication requirements and link contention. This information is collected
only from a close vicinity of a core. The presented task mapping algorithm tries to find
better mapping for current task scheme in the system.

Our goal is to extend the previously presented dynamically clustered network mon-
itoring structure to be used as a part of a lightweight task mapping mechanism. The
cores of the system should be able to independently assign tasks to other cores. The
proposed task mapping mechanism is based on the idea of mapping tasks to the best
available neighbor core. The idea behind our solution is that a core initiates task map-
ning by sending a mapping packet to another core which seems to be the best from its
own point of view. Mapping packets are discussed in Section 7.2. Finally, the task ends
up mapped to a core. The task can be mapped to a core where the initiator core sent the
mapping packet at the beginning or the task can be remapped further to a less loaded
core. The initiator core is only interested about the fact that the task will be executed
properly with a reasonable performance, without regarding which core does it.

### 7.1 Lightweight Distributed Task Mapping

Our lightweight distributed task mapping is based on the dynamically clustered moni-
toring (DCM) structure (see Chapter 4). The DCM structure [55, 58] is originally designed
for traffic management purposes to collect traffic status and fault data from a network.
In this chapter the monitoring structure is enhanced and applied for dynamic run-time
task mapping purposes.

The task mapping mechanism is designed to be as lightweight as possible so that
acceptable performance can be reached with minimal area overhead. Intrusiveness of
run-time task mapping is also taken into account because any run-time management
operation should not interfere with the main operations of the system. The lightweight
task mapping is distributed to the monitors all around the network, which makes it flexible and highly scalable. As the system is distributed, the added energy consumption and heat generation are also distributed over the whole system. The communication overhead is also moderate due to the lack of centralized control and long-distance control related communication. Task mapping functionality is allocated into monitors and cores so that the monitors take care of the neighbor core evaluation and the cores make the mapping decisions. The system does not try to pursue optimal task mapping schemes but good mapping schemes which lead to acceptable overall performance while maintaining the other goals including flexibility, scalability and low intrusiveness.

Monitoring and mapping processes are distributed to cores and to separate monitoring components which are directly connected to the cores. The monitors collect network and computational load information from their neighborhood and offer this data, combined with their own statuses, to their own neighbors. This way the cores do not only have knowledge of their neighbors’ statuses but also wider overall knowledge of network and computational load in different directions in the network. The neighbor data collection and the monitoring principles were presented in Chapter 3.

Typically, tasks are mapped to the processors in the initialization phase of the system and the execution of these initial tasks begins. This initial mapping can be done statically during the design phase of the system or it can be left to the responsibility of an operating system. The idea of the dynamic run-time task mapping is that while the initial task mapping has been carried out at the initialization phase, the computational cores are able to map new tasks at run-time independently without centralized control. This way the operation of the system is flexible and the run-time reconfiguration does not cause significant load to the system.

The status data in the distributed monitoring are collected from the neighbors and the received data can also include data from the neighbors’ neighbors. Therefore, a monitor does not have complete knowledge of the network but only the status of the cores and routers in its own dynamic cluster (see Chapter 4). Complete knowledge is not essential because one of the main principles of the lightweight task mapping is to minimize the distance between tasks which are communicating with each other. Lower computing performance could be beneficial if higher computing performance causes a lot of long-distance communication, because overall performance is the joint effect of computational and communication performance. Mapping to a remote core on the other side of the network is possible if necessary. This has been made possible by a task remapping mechanism which can forward a mapping packet until a suitable core has been found. The remapping is discussed later in this chapter.

One essential principle in the lightweight task mapping mechanism is that the initial mapper does not know in the beginning where its task will finally be mapped. This knowledge is irrelevant. All that a core has to know is that the task will end up to a core where it can be executed with acceptable performance. When the task has been mapped, the original mapper is informed where the task resides. This information is not needed prior to completion of the mapping.
7.1.1 Core Load Monitoring and Reporting

The lightweight task mapping mechanism is designed as a part of the dynamically clustered monitoring structure where the cluster size of 13 is utilized. In a dynamically clustered structure each core has knowledge of the cores in its own dynamic cluster which comprises the 12 nearest neighbors around the core. The data collection is carried out similarly as in the network status data collection (see Chapters 4 and 6). Each monitor has a table where it stores values which illustrate free computational capacity in the neighboring cores. The table is kept up to date as new monitoring packets arrive. The monitoring packet arrival frequency is determined by the used update interval, which has been discussed in Section 6.1.

The monitor reports the index of the currently best neighbor core to the local core. The selection of the best core is discussed in Section 7.2.1. The absolute value of the free capacity in the best core can be reported with the index of the core if it is required by the used mapping decision strategy. Mapping decision strategies are discussed in Section 7.2.2.

7.2 Mapping Decision Process

The mapping decision process is implemented in cores and monitors and the process is divided into four steps which are illustrated in Figure 7.1. The process starts when a master core decides to map a task. It generates a task mapping packet which is notably similar to a monitoring packet (see Chapter 3) but the packet type indicator indicates that it is a task mapping related control packet. A mapping packet includes the definition of the task, the size of the task and the address of the original mapper. The monitor defines which of the cores in the known neighborhood is currently the best candidate and the core sends the mapping packet to this core. The phases, described above, are executed in the initialization phase. When the chosen destination core receives a mapping packet, it has two options how to deal with the packet. The core can decide to execute the task by itself or it can remap the task to some other core. When the core decides to remap, it can choose the best neighbor from its neighborhood or return the task to the original mapper.

7.2.1 Neighbor Evaluation

The monitor decides which core in its known neighborhood is currently the best one to receive new tasks to be executed. In our task mapping method, the evaluation is based on computational load (core load), communication resource load or a combination of these two load metrics. Maximum core load is the core capacity which in here is an abstractly defined concept. It represents a size of a typical task which can be assigned at a time to a core. The core capacity can be overloaded which basically means that the overloading task waits for the previous task to be completed. The communication
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Figure 7.1: Mapping decision process.
resource load is the same metric which is used in traffic management to reconfigure adaptive routing at run-time (see Chapter 6).

**Core-Load-Aware Evaluation**

Core-load-aware neighbor evaluation is the simplest evaluation option. The monitor compares the core load values of its neighbors and chooses the one with the highest free capacity as the currently best neighbor core. The core load values are defined so that a core measures its current load \( C_{\text{used}} \) and subtracts it from its maximum computational capacity \( C_{\text{max}} \). This result is the current free capacity \( C_{\text{free}} \) of the core and it is used as a core status value in the core-load-aware evaluation.

\[
C_{\text{free}} = C_{\text{max}} - C_{\text{used}}
\]  

(7.1)

**Communication-Aware Evaluation**

Communication in the network is mainly caused by the tasks which communicate with each other. If we define that memory accesses and I/O communication are also essentially tasks, all communication takes place between tasks. Therefore, there should be a relation between the computational core load and communication resource load. A simple communication-aware neighbor evaluation uses only the traffic monitoring data and chooses the best neighbor core based on this traffic information. The traffic status \( S_{\text{traffic}} \) is calculated using Equation 6.3 (see Section 6.2.1). This is a very lightweight mapping solution because there is no need for the core load monitoring at all. However, one can assume that the accuracy suffers when the decisions are based on secondary information, the communication load information in this case.

**Core-Load- and Communication-Aware Evaluation**

The third neighbor evaluation approach is a combination of the above evaluation approaches. It is both core-load- and communication-aware. The core load and communication statuses are combined to a single status value which represents both the free computational capacity and the status of the communication resources. The core load status values show the amount of free capacity so that a larger value represents smaller core load and that way a larger amount of free capacity. The traffic status values, which are used to measure the load of communication resources, represent the traffic status so that a larger value corresponds to a larger load in the network. A combined core load and communication status value \( C_{\text{combined}} \) is calculated using equation

\[
C_{\text{combined}} = C_{\text{free}} - S_{\text{traffic}}
\]  

(7.2)

where \( C_{\text{free}} \) is calculated using Equation 7.1 and \( S_{\text{traffic}} \) is the traffic status value in the direction of the core. Finally, the selection of the best neighbor core is based on the ranking of these combined core load and communication values. An additional weight
factor can be utilized to adjust the significance of the traffic status in Equation 7.2. In the presented communication-aware evaluation approaches the available fault information is utilized so that tasks are not mapped in directions where a fault has been observed.

### 7.2.2 Mapping Decision Strategies

The task mapping decision strategy defines what a core does when it receives a task mapping packet. There are three procedures to select from: the core can take over the task and the mapping is completed, the core can do a remapping and map the task forward to a core which seems the best from its point of view, or the core can return the mapping packet to the original mapper. This study includes four different task mapping decision strategies which execute these three procedures based on the defined strategy. These strategies are presented below.

1. **Remapping forward** if there is not enough free capacity for the task in the current core. The task is remapped as long as it ends up to a suitable core. The disadvantage of this decision strategy is that the mapping distance is unbounded. The tasks can be mapped far away from the mapper and if there is no suitable core in the network, the mapping packet is finally dropped similarly as un-routable data packets. If the mapping packet is dropped the task will not be completed and the originator of the task has to initiate another instance of the same task mapping.

2. **Core capacity overloading** if mapping distance exceeds a statically defined distance threshold even if there is not enough free capacity in the current core. There is a counter in a mapping packet which shows how many times the mapping has been tried. Naturally this has a negative impact on the system performance. This decision strategy eliminates the disadvantage of the mapping strategy 1. However, the core overloading has a negative influence to the system performance. The mapping distance is bounded with the distance threshold and thus it can be kept moderate.

3. **Capacity overloading** if there is not enough free capacity in the known neighborhood. This strategy requires knowledge of the amount of free capacity in the neighboring cores so that the monitor has to report not only the ID of the best neighbor but also the amount of its free capacity. Performance-wise this is a good strategy because when a core is overloaded the distance between the mapper core and the mapped tasks remains moderate. The mapping distances can be kept even shorter than in decision strategy 2. However, this strategy requires higher monitoring complexity due to detailed capacity reporting.

4. **Remapping backwards** if not enough free capacity in the known neighborhood or in the current core. This strategy is similar to the previous (3) strategy. The difference is that when enough free capacity cannot be found, the current core is not overloaded but the mapping packet is returned to the mapper. In this
case the original mapper core recognizes that the packet is returned and overloads itself. In terms of performance there is a compromise that when core overloading is required the communication between cores is eliminated. The elimination of inter-core communication increases performance by lowering the communication resource load. However, packet returning and identification of returned mapping packets requires even more complex logic than the decision strategy 3.

7.3 Enhanced Monitoring System

Several modifications to the monitoring system are made to enable the task mapping in the dynamically clustered Network-on-Chip. The main improvements concern core and monitor modules while there are also smaller modifications in the router attributes and packet structure.

Each core has two new parameters, capacity and load. Capacity represents the computational capability of a core while load indicates how many units of the capacity is currently used. Capacity in this framework is an abstract concept (see Section 7.2.1). It can be seen as a typical maximum size of the task queue in a core. However, there is a possibility to overload a core by extending the size of the task queue. The core also has mechanisms to initiate task mapping, to assign a task to itself and to remap a task further.

Monitor components have been developed further to be able to collect also the core load data in addition to the network status information. An enhanced monitor also includes neighbor evaluation mechanisms which rank the neighbors and chooses the currently best neighbor core based on the used evaluation approach.

The routers are modified so that the task mapping packets have the second highest priority after monitoring packets. The prioritization is required to prevent mapping packets to get stuck in the network. However, the priority is not seen as important as the priority of the monitoring packets because in a highly loaded network the mapping of new tasks is arguable. The implementation of task mapping features in the simulation environment has been discussed in Section 5.4.5.

7.4 Case Study: Mapping Tasks

The functionality of the lightweight distributed task mapping algorithm was demonstrated as a case study. The demonstration was carried out using the presented NoC simulation environment (see Chapter 5). A mesh-shaped NoC containing 64 cores and routers (8 x 8) was modeled. The details to be examined concern the number of mapping decision attempts, distances between the mappers and the mapped tasks as well as the amount of failed mappings. The distribution of the computational core load was also examined. The used neighbor evaluation approaches are denoted as in Table 7.1. The notation of mapping decision strategies was presented in Section 7.2.
Table 7.1: Neighbor evaluation approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a Core load based evaluation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b Communication based evaluation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c Combined core load and communication based evaluation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The purpose of this demonstration is not to find an absolute answer to which of these presented mapping strategies and evaluation approaches are the best in any given application. The case study is based on comparison of the mapping approaches and it is realized using examples showing how their functionality differs in a specific situation. The demonstration scheme has been chosen so that it would show the essential properties of different mapping approaches when the system is loaded with new tasks. The mapper cores are located in a large area in the middle of the network so that balanced task mapping is possible. To imitate mapping schemes of real systems the mapper area is not symmetric.

The starting point for the simulations is a 64-core NoC without any traffic or computational load on any core. During the simulation 14 cores initiate a task mapping one after another. These 14 cores are shown in Figure 7.2. This is repeated 4 times so that each of these cores initiates and sends 4 mapping packets totalling 56 tasks to be mapped. The example system consists of identical multipurposes cores so that each task

Figure 7.2: Task mapping initiator cores marked with gray.
Table 7.2: Task mapping results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MDS</th>
<th>NEA</th>
<th>Task distance</th>
<th>Mapping decisions</th>
<th>Drop-%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>16.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>64.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>16.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>1.98</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>c</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MDS: Mapping decision strategy.
NEA: Neighbor evaluation approach.
Task distances and mapping decisions are average values.

can be executed in any of the cores. Communication in the network is modelled so that there is continuous communication between a mapper and the related core in which the task is mapped.

The results of the case study demonstration are collected into Table 7.2. Notice, that when using the decision strategy 1 the mapping packet drop percentage is very large especially when the communication-aware neighbor evaluation is used (64.29 %). High drop rate indicates that simple communication-aware neighbor evaluation does not reflect the computational status well enough. Because of the core overload mechanism of the other decision strategies, the mapping packet drop does not exist when those strategies are used.

The differences in the task distances and mapping decision attempt counts are not that prominent. The minimum of the task distances is reached using the decision strategy 4. The short task distances are explained by the mapping returning mechanism which eliminates the communication completely in some of the cases.

The computational core load at the end of each simulation is illustrated in Figure 7.3, Figure 7.4, Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6. The color of the core shows the amount of the load. White cores are not loaded at all while black cores are highly overloaded. As can be noticed the purely communication-aware evaluation approach causes significantly uneven core load distribution. As was mentioned previously, there is a correlation between core load and communication resource load even though the relation is not perfect. An obvious uncertainty is caused by the fact that communication between two cores distributes the communication load evenly on the network path between these cores.
Figure 7.3: Core load with mapping decision strategy 1.

Figure 7.4: Core load with mapping decision strategy 2.

Figure 7.5: Core load with mapping decision strategy 3.

Figure 7.6: Core load with mapping decision strategy 4.
External observer cannot separate routers which are connected to a highly loaded core from routers which are just situated along a highly loaded network path. Network status data are also partly inaccurate because it shows the load of a router and not the exact load of a link. This inaccuracy has been discussed in Chapter 3.

Other evaluation approaches lead to moderately even load distribution. One can note that when decision strategy 4 is applied the number of overloaded cores is somewhat higher than with the other strategies. These overloaded cores are mostly situated in the middle of the network and middle of the area of mapper cores (see Figure 7.2). The tasks which are initialized from the middle of the loaded area end up more probably in situation where the task cannot be mapped. In this kind of situation the strategy 4 returns the mapping packet to the mapper core. This causes concentrated overloading in the middle of the highly loaded area.

While the strategy 1 causes unacceptable mapping packet dropping it seems that the decision strategies 2 and 3 with core-load-aware or combined neighbor evaluation approach (a or c) are the considerable alternatives. In this case study, the usage of communication status information in the combined neighbor evaluation approach does not cause notable load distribution differences in one direction or another. However, the overhead of combined evaluation related to the core-load-aware evaluation is minimal because the communication status information is anyway available in monitors.

### 7.5 Summary and Future Work

A task mapping approach applying the previously presented DCM structure was presented and its functionality demonstrated in this chapter. The presented demonstration shows that an enhanced DCM structure is suitable for lightweight task mapping purposes. Lightweight task mapping does not aim for perfect mapping results but schemes with acceptable performance so that run-time task mapping is enabled. The mechanism is lightweight so that reasonable mapping performance can be reached with minimal complexity, energy and area overhead. Four different mapping decision processes and three neighbor evaluation approaches were studied. The demonstration shows that core load monitoring is essential in task mapping and it cannot be fully replaced with communication monitoring even though core load and communication load are related to each other.

The core load monitoring protocol steers tasks to the best cores in the known neighborhood. The goal is to make the process as simple and lightweight as possible. The optimal solution would choose not the best but the most suitable core, taking into account that it is not always profitable to accommodate small tasks to the cores with the largest free capacity. Then, for instance, small task would be mapped on a core which has free capacity just for a small task and it cannot accommodate larger tasks. However, if the task sizes are equalized the difference between lightweight and optimal solutions decreases.

In this chapter the basic functionality of the presented task mapping algorithm was
demonstrated in a form of a case study. In future works a more comprehensive analysis should be carried out to generalize the results and adjust the features of the presented algorithm.
Chapter 8

Conclusions

Dynamic monitoring methods for Networks-on-Chip were studied and a dynamically clustered distributed monitoring approach was presented and analyzed in this thesis. Essential background information concerning principles of Networks-on-Chip were studied including different topologies, routing algorithms, network flow control as well as common problems on NoCs. Monitoring of Networks-on-Chip was discussed and different monitoring structures were studied. Finally, issues concerning the presented dynamically clustered monitoring structure (DCM) were discussed and analyzed using an in-house simulation environment.

Our analysis shows that centralized monitoring is slow and causes significant communication overhead to the system while there are tasks, especially related to traffic management, which can be implemented without centralized control. A selection between dedicated and shared resources is an essential decision in terms of intrusiveness, performance and area overhead of a monitoring system. If the designer decides to use dedicated resources, it could be reasonable to use centralized monitoring. Otherwise, if shared resources are used, at least network management should be distributed to minimize the need for centralized control and the complexity of centralized monitors. In a large, complex system it may also be reasonable to use hybrid monitoring structures. A hybrid monitoring structure has both distributed and centralized monitoring services, possibly also clustered services, in the same system. Relatively simple and frequently repeated network monitoring tasks are carried out using distributed monitoring which optimizes the network resource utilization. The centralized monitoring is typically needed for system diagnostic purposes and for tasks which cannot be executed without centralized control. Traffic management is basically quite regional which means that most of the traffic related problems can be solved using the resources near the problematic areas. In most of the cases there is no need to know the situation at the other side of the network but the status of the neighbors, their neighbors and so on as far as required. This decreases the need for centralized control and releases resources for other tasks, for instance load balancing, optimization and reconfiguration.

The work, presented in this thesis, includes extensive analysis of the dynamically
clustered distributed monitoring approach. To make the analysis possible an in-house SystemC based NoC simulation environment was designed and implemented. It has been proved to be an efficient tool for analyzing and simulating different aspects in Networks-on-Chip. The simulation environment can be easily configured for analysis of different features which makes it a flexible tool for early phase analysis. The simulation environment was used to analyze monitoring algorithms, monitoring data diffusion areas, the format of monitoring data and communication as well as the number of monitors. The presented research shows that in most cases simple monitoring algorithms and small monitoring cluster areas perform at least as well as more complex implementations. In this thesis the added value of more complex monitoring structures was found small or negligible in terms of performance. Thus, acceptable monitoring performance can be reached using relatively simple monitoring structures. Another observation is that even small adjustments in the system parameters, such as monitoring data update frequencies or numbers of used monitors, can have a significant influence to the overall performance. Therefore the parameters should be chosen carefully while designing complex distributed monitoring structures.

The presented DCM structure was applied for task management to analyze its flexibility for purposes other than traffic management. The presented distributed task mapping method was analyzed with the NoC simulation environment using different mapping decision strategies and various neighbor evaluation approaches. The analysis showed that the dynamically clustered monitoring structure can be utilized for autonomous distributed task mapping. It was also noted that proper functionality of the distributed task mapping requires accurate information about computational load of cores. Even though the communication resource load is related to computational load, it is not accurate enough to be applied for task mapping purpose.

The proposed distributed monitoring system is flexible and scalable, which makes it suitable for Networks-on-Chip because flexibility and scalability are natural characteristics of these on-chip networks. Distributing the functionality and partitioning the system into smaller parts improves system level fault tolerance because then a faulty component cannot have severe influence on the overall functionality of the system. The presented analysis shows that distributed monitoring systems load the network less than typical centralized systems. Fault tolerance, communication overhead and diffusion of monitoring data can be improved by clustering a system into smaller parts. However, clustered structures do not reach the performance of totally distributed monitoring systems. The main drawback of distributed monitoring is the lack of global status information which may be required in reconfiguration tasks such as system-level energy consumption optimization. The outcome is that in large and complex systems it can be beneficial to have both centralized and distributed structures.

Performance of the DCM structure could be adjusted by using different sized monitoring clusters in different areas in the network. Areas with low traffic load may work at reasonable performance using very simple deterministic routing algorithms. At the same time in the same system, there could be performance critical areas with high traffic loads and strict quality of service requirements. Larger monitoring clusters and
adaptive routing algorithms are suitable for these critical areas. The cluster sizes and routing algorithms can be made run time reconfigurable to enable extensive optimization capability.

In design of complex multiprocessor systems, the focus should be kept on the computational features while the implementation of the communication infrastructure should be straightforward without time consuming design of essential structures. Reusable and fully scalable distributed monitoring structures can be utilized in systems of different sizes without complicated customization processes. The structures should be developed towards general communication platforms which conform to different systems with varying performance and operational requirements.

The work presented in this thesis has notable potential for further development. The presented NoC simulation environment can be extended and developed for analysis of distinct new systems and features. The foundations of dynamically clustered network monitoring have been presented and analyzed in this thesis. Future work should lead the DCM structure towards physical implementations as parts of high performance multiprocessor systems.
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